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ORIGINAL. ILLUSTRATION- POLLOCK'S "BLUE JACKETS OF HER MAJESTY'S SERVICE."

Thefil,}1 begins.

Li,418 tip on water I LI Nhing overa .% 111(ill dam . Oneofthegreatusesof toytheatreinrecent by URTactress ( andartisticdirector ) Debra
Fade m bitilding favade, ornate colit ,11 , 1 .\ years was Dantls hi/Pr,10 . a short film made Wise and her young apprentice . This little
and bidiistrude . Pan down to proscenium by Sean Meredithz with Paul Zaloom and diversion was very popular with audiences .
opening, deep red curtainsparted to revec// Sandow Birk. Part of this film. at least. is and certainly contributed to our determina-
it landscape fr<)171 (·higH ·a / lilltiquity, illittlti- on the internetz and it is well worth watch - tion to devote an issue of Plippetn Inter-
nated by actual gas footliglits . The painted ing. The miniature nature of traditional toy natio/icil to the history mid recent resurience
drop rises to reveal a beautiful woman in theatre . well -suited to an audience ofeight or of the form .
the wood.¥ /lanked by several men-perhaps ten. is also one ofitsliabilities. The media of
soldiers-not far from a castle . The castle filmeasily leaps thislimitationwithclose- up Other things fueled our enthusiasm as
backdmp ix then raised m revea/ the head shots and large screens. Even large. though. well- Michael and Valerie Nelson's Little
of a real little bor. He iN tile director and the detailed sets of /nA,nic, maintainsome of Blue Mc,on Theatre opened us up to toy
animator of thi. pint-sized. paper theater. the charm of the 19" century pastime . with theatre s erotic/comic potential ( page 26).
To the scene before him he adds a wommi its 2 -D sets and stiff little actors . the Toy Theatre Festival in Preetz . Germany
iii a At,icy red baH gown before abandoning has helped foster an international network
his phivers to the opeli flames ( weimagine We have dabbled in this genre as well . ofpractitioners ( page 12 ) ashasthebiennial
there was a best boy grip./1/st o# camera. inxpired by such contemporary artists as toy theatre festival in New York City pre-

extinguisher in hand). Robert Poulter ( page 8 ) and Great Small xented by Great Small Works ( page 20 ). We
Works (page 20). Recently we worke d on hope the numerous examples presented in

The film is Ingmar Bergman's Fanny mid the Underground Railway Theater produe- these pages will both enlighten and inspire.
Alexanderl . anditisoneof quiteatiumberof tion of Brecht ' s Ga/i/eo . 1 proposed a pre - Do try this at home !
celluloid masterpiece.~ to use the toy theatre show toy theatre presentation of -The Life
as a metaphor, motif or at the very least a and Times of Galileo Galilei" as a way of
compelling visual curio . Tea with Musso- orientingtheaudiencetotheageand culture : www. youtube . com watchiv=loJjTc5F6Xk
lini . Frida. and The Imaginctriti ,}1 of Doc tor in which Galileo first trained his telescope ,

- Review in Plippetry Internati(mill #19Parnass·us are a few others that feature on the heavens-exactly 400 years before
beautiful examples of these Victorian-style our 2009 premiere. With the help of mural- ' www.dantefilm.com/trailer.html
paper theaters. ist David Fichter. the material got a satiric

and energetic "street theatre- performance

- AdKz= e. 'peuc
www.unima-usa.org/publications
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ProoGieRox, of Q Tradittopud, Toy Tlteatre Play - TI,)Mi aA<Qi Now
by Ann Szabo Neff

iii a dimly lit display case. just inside the entrance to the library. a book lay open.' The sketch on the left hand page

showed a toy theatre being delivered to a family of children . The caption is : -Here Captain Clarence arrives irith the
Theatre Royal Drury Lane in minicitit )'e. and tile Miller mid his Men in a forward stitte ofpreparation." On the right
hand page the children are shown further preparing the play.
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A dirty begins under the second sketch:

Ttiat Hkf*it twey l,VouU 11«90 to 6€4 -

leute, TMK a*tol Ja,K£, a.*tol Fra*dc a*U Ned.;

But ·wak th*r bru*tes pUtes tUU pa£+tt,

Mad£ di,rt es,wl«{t to ·Vex a. sai*ut.

The book is Yomig Troubles<}ine, from the year 1850. 2 The Miller and Hix Men is undoubtedly the best known
traditional British toy theatre play

In this century. Dr. Neff's Incredible Puppet Company. Toy Theatre Division. also creates toy theatre productions in
a traditional vein. The delivery of toy theatre niaterial, has changed. Either UPS. or the US Postal Service brings the
blown parcels or long tubes. many with foreign stamps. But our respolise to receiving a new proscenium sheet or book
or play or sliders is just the same - excitement! And yes. there are times when we have not gone to bed iii the frenzy
of working on a new project.
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First. let us define "traditional toy theatre.- toy theatre and the founding of the vener- Is it possible, in 2011. to "possess the real
John Bell. in his '-Short Entertaining His- able British Puppetry and Model Theatre thing?  Iii the nineteenth century. buying
tory of The Toy Theatre" presentation. has Guild, which exists today. toy theatre involved a magical journey
us all sing "It's got an arch, it's miniature. And thus Whanslaw has listed for us the to a shop somewhere in England. 11 was
it's made out of paper. it is tlat and you rumored in 1884 that there was only one

components of traditional toy theatre.
can do it yourself. This is what toy theatre which were necessary when it began. seller left." Truly, there are no longer many
is."; Dr. George Neff and I focus on the toyshops carrying toy theatre paraphe rna-

and still are today. You need a play and
"traditional," in that the style of our graph- scenes and characters. There must be lia. However, the Museum of Performance
ics and the content of our shows reference & Design in San Francisco. in connection

a prosceniuin and a stage on which to
the human theatre or classic literature of with a recent exhibit. listed only eleven

perform. You also need slides, or some
the nineteenth century or at very least put sort of stick with which to hold. push and America. Two are shops still in London.

"toy theatre merchants- in both Europe and
up a gripping good story pull the characters. It all must be lit, and However. a search on the internet for "toy
The commercial process of drawing and there should be proper stage effects - theatre- brought up over a million refer-
printing the materials of toy theatre has perhaps music and explosions. Ilashes and ences, including shops, sites, books, exhibi-
changed greatly during its history. But, shots, as required by the drama. tions, art prints, videos and blogs! Yes. the
for the most part. the methods used by the material of toy theatre is still available.
purchaser of those materials to create toy And after you have procured all the materi-theatre performances iii the home. until
recently. has changed little. Although few als. are there still "hours of glad toil?"
early instructions can be found. it is pos- Perhaps. One of the easiest constructions is
sible to uncover that process from subse- a toy theatre book - one of three - by Mr.
quent how-to books as well as from the Peter Jackion. in which there is a whole
chroniclers of this theatrical art form. staee and characters and sliders to merely

punch out and slot together.i Jackson's
In 1926 W H. Whanslaw wrote: playbooks advertise - "No Cutting. No

Now your father. when he was Gluing! !- It is also possible to obtain play
sets that are printed on sturdy card anda boy - and his father also years

Then what? A. E. Wilson. one of the first already colored. Robert Pc,ulter of the U.K.
before him - probably made chroniclers of toy theatre, iii 1932. recalls: has had a few of his plays published in that
himself a little toy that gave him manner, with a fold up concertina theatre

But if you bought the plays inunforgettable pleasure. He went part of the package.+ Pollocks' Toy Shop
sheets - Webb's and Pollock'sinto a toyshop and. for a penny in Covent Garden sells a reproduction of
- you could, for the modest outlay the claxxic Pollock's Britannia toy theatreor ~o Catilicit tinw u cons iderable
of a shilling or so, become the on sturdy card." However, this theatre must

sum for a child). purchased a sheet
possessor of the real thing. It gen- be cut out and constructed. The seller's

of paper upon which were printed description adds -complete with wobbly
erally began with -The Miller andthe design of a model theatre paper characters, shaky scenes and a text
His Men" or perhaps with one offront. This design he pasted to a adapted from the 1836 original - that's all
those queer and incomprehensible part of the fun.-sheet of card. . The next time he
pantomimes .brought home a wooden frame- At Dr. Neff's Incredible Puppet Company.

work. . After that he bought Then you hurried home as fast as we started simply. using published materi-

sheets of scenes and characters your young legs would carry you to als. For our fourth production we took on
the challenge of constructing a large theatre

with "book of words: a few metal begin the delectable task of Prepar-
and creating an original play.

slides. some oil-lit footlights and ing the Play.

so became his own stage manager. Ah. me. well l remember the
He could buy his scenes and ac- ecstasy of it! The hours of glad toil

with paint brush and watercolors.tors either plain. and colour them
himself. or already coloured. the glue and the cardboard. the

The book was the first in a series on pup- glittering frost and tinsel paper for s  ~. ~ 4! 9
petry called -Everybody's Theatre." In it the pantomime scenes and the thick US' 4 FWhanslaw gave instructions for building It.- C
theatres and puppets and producing theatre

 rancid odour of colza oil which you r I:1/.U~~il l
burned in the footlights.iin the home.4 The book has been credited

with fueling a revival of interest iii British
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By then we had reached a level of toll no It is with technology that the greatest have be used to turn images into virtual
longer -glad" but still satisfying! changes have taken place in the personal toy theatre performances, to be distributed

process of "preparing the toy theatre.- on-line or on DVD. The explosion of op-

Another aspect of "toil-- and fun -of The advent of personal technology. i.e. poitunities for and with toy theatre. even
toy theatre production is in creatins, an en- computers, home printers. video cameras in the traditional vein, is rather like the
tertaining performance. In our first efforts. and computer software. along with the famous explosion at the end of 7'he Mi//cr
when we tried to perform , the provided availability of on-demand printing ser- and Hix Men. with bits and pieces flying
characters were the wrong size. or they vices have taken over much of the creative everywhere. filling up the whole frame!"
faced the wrong way, and the dramatic role of the original commercial providers.
action was impossible to portray. Adjust- Harry Oudekerk also uses his home com- - - ~
ments were needed. It was here that we puter with a plotter/cutter to eliminate the "*~;"·1; ~Mrikri' *<,4~. , ,
employed technologies not even dreamed tedium of cutting out characters by hatid. ~~*,~ Uf-j~'~ f , d,*
of in the 18001

As for lighting. the possibilities change "
 '2.2*4'Mo I f<*

Before we address the use of modern constantly. With the advent of electric ,-*zgr -ix Vi TYtechnology in toy theatre. are there other power in England. footlights were attached h:*~ 1-

differences in the production of traditional to battery cells: now experimentation with ,/EE**
toy theatre. then and now? Some of the dimmable LED lights, isallthe rage. And , <4 i

materialx have changed. The tinsel decora- in between, all sorts of incandescent lights - af 68 .+ 2.
tions have been set aside, and the colza oil have been used. even with home dimmers
lights replaced. There is still paper. card, and specially created Danish boards. There 'IM!~7
wood and watercolors, but we no longer is an ongoing debate whether plays should
have to boil our glue. Some enthusiasts be performed to recorded soundtracks But, after construction? We are talking toy
have experimented with glue film% to or live. But certainly, there is exciting theatre here. which from almost the very
mount their images, One German play of software for composition and download- beginning. over two hundred years ago.
a wolf story is even printed on adhesive able music and sounds to play with, plus was intended for actual performance.
backed paper! m Watercolor is no longer devices to control it all.
the only medium. with markers. colored Toy theatre performances originally took
pencils and pastels being used. Plastic ,# 1, -=-2 place in the home. for family and friends.
is now used for makine sliders and the There are still those who do set up their
proscenium supports. and scenery sheets theatres at home and perform for invited
and theatres may employ foam core in guests, Others. such as the Nelsons iii Cal-
grooves. ifornia, target their material for customers

house parties. The performances at the bi-

1 1*1 4,1 I-irk-I= \ . I annual Vishmarkt Papierentheatre Festival=%*r .,Npril/61
in the Netherlands'~ take place in living
rooms and other home spaces around the
town of Harderwijk

i ...%~V1-A. 4 1PB AH IniaL,es are available on-line to download
W'...../--- l

-~1*~ characters, scenery and prosceniums. {10 E dL ~ ¥;~*JU-- Computer software programs exist for
drawing characters, altering existing ones:
to color and enlarge the drawings. And

Computers, electricity and electronics are you can print it out on sturdy paper. iii glo-
at our disposal to make toy theatre magic. rious color. at home! Although still con-

trovcrsial. movie and animation programs
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Footnotes

1. The library i~ the Cotsen'* Children'% Library at

Toy theatre enthusiasts flock each year As G. K. Chesterton. for whom toy Princetoli Univet·Kity. The ewhibit wax entitled

to Preetz, Germany for a world famous theatre figured prominently. says. "The "Making the Toy Theatre. The Skelt and Webb
Collection."

festival'~ iii a schoolhouse. The venue most artistic thing about the theatrical art
2 . Leech . John . Yonili Troublewmc m- MaNIC]· Jacky '*

for festivals such as Great Small Works'. is the fact that the spectator looks at the
Ho/ichn·s, 1845.

which attracts performers from around whole thing through a window. But
3. Bell. John, "Short Entertaining Hi,tory of the Toy

the world. involves large theatre Npaces in the advantage of a small theatre exactly Theatre" live pre,entation.
Brooklyn. NY.14 is that you are looking through a small

4 . Whan+ law , W . H ., Ei ·c '/ \·11(,c /v ',\ Thean·c and How mwindow. Has not everyone noticed how
Make It. Wells . Gardner Darton & Co . Redhill . U . K .

sweet and startling any landscape looks 1926.1948.1957. p. 5.
when seen through an arch? This strong, 5, Wilson, A. E., Pemn· Plain Twripence Coloured.
square shape is not only an assistance A Histon· 0/ the Jitivenile D  ama, Beliiamin Bloin.
to beauty: it is the essential of beauty. The New York/London, 1932,1969. p. 20.

most beautiful part of every picture is the 6. Stevenson, Roben 1-ouis. "A Penny Plaili and
frame. ./ 16 And so we frame the portion of Twopence Coloured," in Memories and Portraits.

the world we elect to portray within the London. 1887.

toy theatre proscenium. 7. Jackson. Peter. "Cinderella, Hawkin & Co. St.
Margaret, Hai·leston, Norfolk. U.K. (available at
Benjamin Pollock'~ Toyhop)

8. Poulter, Robert - www.licwmodeltheatre.co.uk/.
Ann Szabo Neff began her career in

9. Benjamin Pollocks Toychop - www.pollocks-
puppetry with the New York City De- coventgarden.co.uk/.
partment of Parks in the 19605 . After

 1 (). Petei · Schauerte- Luke . /ch Bin Der S {arkste A
So your modern toy theatre production a long detour in the business world, Ga/men Lmul (I am the Strongest). toy theatre play.
must be portable. even as airplane cargo. she returned to her first love in 1992, 2001 Burg Theater. Schmssburg 20()3.

to get to performance locations! It also and is now the Operations Manager 11. Powell, David. W. G. Webb and the Victorian Toy
helps if you can use modern video tech- and Resident Scholar for Dr. George Theatre Webb Fe,~tival. 20()5.
nology to project your tiny performance to Neff's Incredible Puppet Company, 12. Oudekerk, Hanry, web magazine - www.vischmarkt
a larger audience. and Mrs. Neff. Her interest in toy the- papierenthealei.n 1/.

atre surfaced in childhood, and it re- 13. The Preetz Paper Theater Fe~tival - www.vh~-
~:P!917F7 mains an enjoyable addiction of study, prect/.de/pptt/fextival.litni.

1~ collecting, building and performing 14. Great Small Work,- www.greatsmallworks.org/
"the little plays in the frame." fe stival,-spaghetti/index.

15. Great Small Works. web video- www.kickwarter.
conilprojectq 1 25640()278/great-small-works-9111-
international-toy-theater-fe-(). /.ire back ,·cii'er. -ed./

16 . Chesterton . G . K .  Tremendorix Trifles. Di ,dil .
Mead&Co.. New York. 1929. p. 183.

Additional Reference Sources

Speaight. George The Histon' 0/ the Eng/i.,h Tor

In conclusion . the question remains : Why Theatre . Plays , Inc . Boston , 1969 .

is this archaic theatrical art form fascinat- , Juvenile Drama. The Hixtory 01 ( lie English
Tor Theatre. MacDonald & Co..LTD. London. 1946.ing young and old alike, two hundred

years after the first record of a toy theatre Baldwin , Peter , Toy Tlicittres of the World , Zwemnier.

performance? The ability to -do it your- .111 ,-6 Att > , 14 London, 1992.
L

self' is appealing. In one GSW video, a
Photo Source%young woman says, -1 get to play God, '~*9* 14 -41see?" with a wink and a finger snap . IS " Leech Sketch " John Leech . Yoling Tro blesome or

The reperloire contains adventure and ro- Mastei Jm·kn''s Holickns, 1845.

mance. The visual effect can be stunning. 'Miller and Hi* Men' Explo,ion from David Powell,

Dr. Neff and I recognize the enchantment W. G . Webb and the Victoritin Tor 'rlictin·c .

in the eyes of our audience when we lift "The Cure" performance at the Vi~·h mai·kt

the curtain on a charming scene; we have Interliational Toy theatre Feitival 2007

felt it ourselves. - photo by Rainer Sennewall. Used with
pernii,Moti.

All other photos - Ann Neff
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R#btrt P MAker's New Moole<l Thkab e iN, M MA®(AN,44
by Fay Tsitou

Poulter has been presenting his more than eighty New Model Theatre (NMT)
shows in museums, galleries, libraries. and festivals for almost thirty years.
His performances invite the audience to a journey around intriguing people
(such as famous painters. actors. literary figures. or even pirates) and stories
inspired by theatre and opera.

TI,te New Modfl 111£atre
Poulter:s shows are as a rule designed. written. constructed and manipulated
entirely by himself.2 NMT ha~ as its starting point the English traditional
toy theatre which consists of paper figures  on a small stage. Yet. NMT dif-
fers in many ways from what we understand today as the toy theatre genre.
Poulters innovations consist primarily of a painted rolling background. a
complex theatrical lighting system. and twelve grooves on the stage. The
grooves prevent his figures from the typical toy theatre risk of falling down.
Also, grooves offer the show great flexibility: a figure can enter from one
Mide and exit from the other, the performer can safely speed up action and
hide the manipulation -a strip of cardboard- im,ide the grooves. On rare oc-

across. Poulter admits though that even it-'you cannot hide manipulation. you
casions, this permits the manipulator to have one figure puAhing the other

can sometimes surprise the audience by having the figures coming forward
fi-om the back of the theatre. .everything happens horizontally. so anything
happening like that is a shock to the audience.-

NMT figures and settings are pailited with felt-tip pens. watercoloni. colored
paper. card. fiber, pastel, or collage. Iii some cases they have articulations
and in rare occasions. instead ofcardboard. they might be built out of metal.
wood or glass. The rolling background often is painted and lit from behind
for effect~ such as sunrises. volcano eruptions. explosions. or fires.

POULTER PAINTING THE BACK OF THE EIDOPHUSIKON'S
ROLLING BACKGROUND, ALTONAER MUSEUM The puppeteer and theorist John Philips comments on the action outside a

NMT framed area:

The performance is one of continual movement-not only the
characters. but the scenery as well. The curtain rarely falls and

This article inn-c,dtices the readers to Robert even the proscenium sometimes changes its shape . The characters
Poitlter 's New Model Theatre which departs have even been known to perform outside the confines of the tiny
from the Eliglish trciclitional toy theatre genre . stage . It ' s definitely different and a break with traditional forms of
The article focuses on Poulter's work in muse- small theatre. ( 1997: 12).
tims and galleries. More specific'cilly, it aims at
exploring the significance of a multi-sensory,

Poulter usually uses a prerecorded mix of voices, music and sound which
tech New Model Theatre event iii relation makes the shows' soundtracks sound -like short radio programmes in their

to visitor-centered policies. own right." (Poulter 1994: 14) Moreover, he puts great emphasis on the
theatricality and composition ofeach scene. The figures. the scenery and the
rolling background are meticulously choreographed and attribute a cinematic
quality to the framed area which stands simultaneously as a stage. a cativas.
and a screen. This contributes to the montage of the scenes which is based
on: the proportions and the distances among figures and props. the anglef
from which these are painted and lit. how fat- in or off the center should the
slides go and in which groove should they be.
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It is like seeing history at great speed.
Robert Poulter

For example . in Mr. Tilrner Gets Steamed Up. we see Turner 7112 /**5£*U*t A,5 2 *'efU.te
with his housekeeper Hannah in the artist's studio. The image Museum interpretation and communication today favor a dia-

of the studio is painted on one slide while on the stage there is logue1 that goes well beyond the manipulation of multimedia

also another slide with a big picture frame (Turner and Hannah exhibits. As Andrea Wintcomb. an academic in the Cultural

are placed in front of it ). Turner is painting the Teiner (tire war- Heritage field and ex-curator in many museums in Australia,

ship which took part in the battle of Trafalgar, when suddenly explains:
the image of the studio slides and goes off the stage. The audi-
ence. together with Turner and Hannah. now look through the Taken seriously. this dialogue could become the basis

picture frame at a grayish sky on the rolling background. Then for a new understanding of interactivity in museums.
a number of slides come iii: the water-river on two slides. two Such an understanding would break the association
steamboats. and an image of what 72,iten,ire would have looked between a mechanixtic understanding of interactives
like. This is a scene where the ship literally has no masts on. and attempts to democratize the museum, as well as
Then. as Poulter turns the rolling background. the sky changes too uncritical a reliance on technology. as the basis
to a Turner-like sunset mid the ships swap around: the slides of for the way forward. (2006: 360).
this image go offthe stage while new slides come iii at the same
time. This is the moment when the real image of Temeraireturns This dialocrue often takes the form of an open narrative. In the
into Turner ' A  Fixhting Tenwraire painting. This poetic image last decade . museums consider learning -essentially a narra-
of the ship with the masts on -as Turner thought it would look tive endeavor" and have undergone a shift -from knowledge
better for the compohition- is a three dimensional NMT version to knowledges. from science to narrative" (Roberts 1997: 3.
of the original painting. 132). In their new role. museums negotiate meaning with their

visitors and invite them to participate in a playful. entertaining.
I have often witnessed Poulter literally dancing while manipulat- and thought-provoking. narrative. This context provides them
ing. as he tries to coordinate all the elements of his multifaceted with -the optimum conditions for learning-openness, loss of
art. Perhap, he could not have succeeded otherwise. having to <elf." (ibid: 40)
match long lists of sound and light cues. unle,s he treats each
and every figure as a dancing partner from the moment it appears
on stage till it vanishes backstage.

SCENE FROM THE NEW MODEL THEATRE SHOW THE LOYAL 47
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LONDON AS SEEN FROM GREENWICH

Poulter ' s art and history NMT shows Mr. Tzirizer Gen Stealiled Based on thorough research . NMT shows seem to be fairly accu-
UP (\ 999 ) and The Great Bel.oni (1996)4 have been frequently rate , S However. any puppets or paper figures do not pretend to be
performed iii museums and galleries internationally. With these something more than what they stand fur: They are metaphors and
shows. Poulter doesn't aim at making a sentimental appeal to the can never become the real thing. Recognizing this self-epident fact.
audiences with innocent. friendly-looking figures. or challenging without however seriously contradicting reality in any other ways.
their knowledge and spirit from an expert's point of view. Instead. poulter treaK with the sarne eagerness both his protagonists and
his narratives attempt to suspend spectators  disbelief by stimulat- their setting. He thu< invites the audience to take a new look on the
ing their imagination and sense of humour. Rigorous movement, world and history and appreciate them afresh. As he manipulates his
use of scales. close ups. time travels. surprising associations and tiny people. the props. the landscapes as well as the frame through
inventive montage, all aspire to carry the audience with Poulter into which he performs. he invites us to look at his world. There. nothing
the playful side of life. is static or born of some mystery forces.

Poulter intends to entertain -and by no means to teach- his audience . For example , in The Great Belzoni, the cuitains are vertical as well
He aims, as the Soviet ethnographer and critic, Pyotr Bogatyrev as horizontal and the proscenium (an Egyptian temple) is continu-
would say. at co-creating' ( 1983: 62) with them a world based on
poetic interpretations of real facts: a world of ultimate metaphors ously changing shapes to fit the scenes. The opening scene ix a

which presents a mini-view of the social. historical and cultural non-realistic amalgam of Belzoni's early life. There. a number of

context of the time his protagonists lived. NMT audiences literally slides are pushed on stage. in various grooves and in perspective.

witness a person from the present attempting to enter into a multi- The montage is non-linear and all action is compressed within a

sensory dialogue with the past. single frame. The challenge here is to follow Belzoni's travel and
do the scene changes (from Rome to London. Scotland. Portugal.

Poulter's miniature stage of history is accompanied by his live pres- etc.) without closing the curtain. As Poutler admits, for the second

ence, This reconfirms a humble truth, as the scholar emeritus at the part of the show, he "squeezed Belzoni's two to three year journey

Smithsonian Institution's Center for Education and deputy director to Egypt into two to three seconds.-

of the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculptural Garden, Stephen Weil,
clarifies : In certam museum exhibition practices . museum interac_ In addition . in the final scene of Mr. Turner Gets Steamed Up. Turner

tion "is in no way inevitable but has been shaped and mediated by is trying to finish a painting at the Royal Academy of London on

real human beings, with all the possibilities forerror and/orbias that the varnishing day before the exhibition's opening. Poulter intro-

any such human undertaking might entail." (2007: 42) duces the audience to a flashback using a slide with an image of the
great engineer Brunel who built the bridge over the river Th ame,
at Maiden Head for the Great Western Railway to cross. The quick

10
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changes of sky images on the rolling background suggest the Fay Tsitou is a museum educator puppeteer, as
time changes (in great speed!). New slides get in to suezest the well as a PhD candidate at Royal Holloway,
opening of the Railway: The trains are crossing the bridge and. in University of London.
one of the carriages. we see Turner being amazed at the Railway's
speed. and at a wonderful stormy sky. After this flashback. the Notes
narrative goe forward to the Royal Academy of Arts. There. 1 Unless stated otherwise. all quotes are from a personal interviewTurner is putting some last touches on his painting Rain, Steam with Robert Poulter (9 December 2007).
imil Speed - The Great Western Railway . lt looks like there is
nothing on it and a little boy comes iii asking where the train is. 2 In 2004, Poulter was asked by the Altonaer Museum in Hamburg

Turner explains that he has not painted it yet. while slowly the to make a full size reconstruction of Philip de Loutherbourgk

train appears on the canva~ out of nowhere. (The magic relies miniature theatre (fidophusikon) for their major painting
exhibition on cloud pictures. Thix was followed by the Yale

on the backlighting of the rolling background.)
Center for British Alt Connecticut & the Huntington Library.
Call fornia. aNking for a fully automated version for their

If NMT is revolutionary in any sense, this is because it suggests joint Gainsborough exhibition ( 2005-6). Both automata were
that poetry and joie de virre are closer to real life than we tend to constructed based on Poulter's designs and supervision in
think iii our everyday routine. With simple techniques that cre- conjunction with technicians from the institutions.
ate breaks in time and space and a fragmented narration. NMT »1
reveals some hidden strange structural forms of a world which - Such a dialogue might also entail collaborations among

practitioners and museum staff. For example. the
otherwise remainJ more or less familiar to us from oureveryday Eiclophusikcm automata were performed by groups of
experience. or our readings. museum staff, curators. volunteers. and guards. In Yale,

they even built up a social club of fifty people. -a little
Overall, in the case of museum learning. where the aim is to en- brotherhood," as Poulter calls it.

hance entertainment. inspiration for learning. sociability among 4
Giovanni Battista Belzoni was a strongman, hydraulic engineer.

visitors. and sharine instead of teaching. Poulterk NMT seems actor and EgyptoloLM who brought large Egyptian statues to
to fit perfectly. This is not only because of its flexible size. but the British Museum in the 19" century.
foremost because it does not pretend to mirror life or history. It
rather comments on and responds to facts in a highly poetical. > The few liberties Poulter i5 taking are usually mentioned in the

open. and funny way and clearly suggests just one of all possible shows' leaflets.

interpretations of this world.
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Preetz: A Fati~u al 4 po«Y

aRIA G«rek*
by Michael Nelson

VALERIE NELSON, LITTLE BLUE MOON, MAIN STREET IN PREETZ

The Preetz Paper Theater Festival iii northern Germany is reputed include fairy tales. ballads, dramas. operas. operetta0 and experi-
to be the world's largest international gathering of paper theater mental theater. There are live-voiced performances and recorded
performers. First held in 1988. it happens each year on the second sound. self-drawn and ready-made wings. original and traditional
weekend of September. which often means beautiful fall weather techniques. and artificial and natural materials. recreations of
for visitors. Preetz is a little town north of Hamburg. not far from 19th century scripts and new. original works. One caveat of the
the Baltic Sea. The charming downtown boasts cobblestone streets festival is that each production must be a Germany premier. that
and verdant nature trails beside pastoral waters (often populated is to say. not performed in Germany before the festival. This is
by rowers). gardens and outdoor cat-es along with the usual ameiii- much easier on the foreign troupes who can bring a show they have
ties. One gets the feeling that. due to its size, all of the residents tested many times. whereas the Germans are alwayx sweating out
of Preetz know each other by sight. but one feels welcome even as their first performance with the festival audiences.
a foreigner. The festival states that the underlying purposes of the event

The performances are Lilliputi:iii. with some performers (the are: to revive paper theater performance and to gather a wider
paper ones) standing only 3-6 inches tall. The event takes place in a audience: to awaken the passion to perfect individual styles by
school building. where clairooms are converted into small audito- meeting paper theater perforniers from all over Europe. sharing
riums (25 seats). with each of the paper theatre companies moving ideas and experiences.
into their classrooms and setting up their stages for the duration of In addition to performers and audience members. the event
the three-day event. performing between one and three times a day also attracts collectors of toy theatre sheets and memorabilia and
according to a complicated schedule that allows audience members there is a festival store where you can purchase antique and newly
and perforniers to wander from ciasxroom to classroom. seeing up printed items.
to twelve performances over the course of the weekend. Festival September, 2010, was our fourth time attending as perform-
attendees purchase individual tickets foreach performance. picking ers. During the three-day event. performers were put up iii local
and choosing what appeals. The choices are very varied and can inns and ate together in a small dining area at the school where

m..*r-'.
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PER BRINK ABRAHAMSEN'S ROBERT POULTER'S NEW MODEL_ THEATRE JOE GLADWIN'S
SVALEGANGENS DUKKETEATER PAPERPLAYS PUPPET THEArRE

the performances took place. This allowed for much sharing and Performers come from all over Europe. with the occasional entry
friendship among performers who basically hung o,it together and from beyond (such as our Little Blue Moon from California and
chatted about each others shows. techniques and other festivals. Facto Teatro from Mexico in 2010). As our German is not good.

After hours everyone would gather across the street at the local pub. we often choose to attend performances in English. As there area

eatine and drinking and chatting in numerous languages (mostly number of British troupes usually performing. and as many of the
English and German) until the wee hours. We quickly became ati non-German troupes perform in English as a universal language.
ad hoc family. and. after the weekend. anumber ofperforniers (and there are generally many English choices. One non-English show
some audience members) stayed on for the annual, lovely breakfast that we attended and loved was "Tripp. Trapp. Troll." a Swedish
at Dirk and Barbara Reiniers' home. Dirk has been involved in company comprised of three sisters telling a childrens fairytale
organizing the Treffell since the beginning . and . in addition to his in German . and maybe Swedish . The three sisters sang beautiful
and Barbarak own paper theatre company (Papiertheatel- Pollidor), harnionies throughout (a capella) and the story was simple enough
they also have a magical toy theatre store in Preetz which you can to follow. as three little girls set out to rescue their father from the
find on the internet at www.pc,Ilidor.de/ (the actual store is much troll who had turned him to stone. One delightful moment (there
better). For those still not tired of parties, at the very end. festival were many) used to show the passage of time was the children knit-

administrator extraordinaire Marlis Sennewald hosted yet another ting while waiting for their father to return. With a simple string
dinner party at her lovely home iii the countryside. mechanism. their knitted items grew before our eyes into what would

In 2()10. sixteen companies presented their shows. As per- be scarves that were yards long (in scale) showing that they knitted
formers we are allowed to attend any other of the performances for weeks while waiting
for free. as long as there is room in the little theatre spaces and the Teatri) Facto did a wonderful performance in Spanish about the
schedule permits. (As a performer, you, of course, have to attend Mexican Day of the Dead. Two performers worked the stage alid
ALL of your own shows. numbering five performances over the figures and acted. while two musicians accompanied them brilliantly

course of the weekend. which does limit how many other shows Theshowtoldthestory ofonemanwhodid notrealize thathehad

you can see.) If you are not a performer. 1 believe that the festival died as he traveled along the seven tests forthe dead of Naliuatl
is organized so it is possible to see all ofthe performances. but you mythology. The show was funny and. at the same time. very mov-
will be very busy. ing. and was very well received at the festival.
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manner. with his beautiful art and a presentation
that exploited the strengths of paper theatre per-
fectly. A couple of aspects of his presentation
technique stood out to me. One was his use of
a scrolling scene forthe background that was lit

itt*J from behind (and thus illuminated through the

**4* paper, like stained glass.) The advantage to this
was very clear back scenes that had no shadows
of the figures on them (often a problem in the
tiny paper theatre stages.) Another technique
was his use of changing proscenium sizes and
shapes: he had the ability to move the walls and

3 top of the proscenium around to make different
f  sized rectangles and squares that highlighted the

mood of a scene.
DIRK REIMERS, FESTIVAL Co-FouNDER Another Brit who performed was Joe Glad-

win and his Paperplays Puppet Theatre. He
Per Brink Abiahamsenk Svalegangens Duk- did a wonderful version of a classic toy theatre

keteater from Denmark presented Heloise (Die production (which 1 had never seen before)
Heldin). The play is adapted from a short story called The Miller and His Men. The story was
by Tania Blixen (Isak Dinesen). During the an adventure ofrobbers and heroes and maids in
Franco-German War of 1870, a group of French distress, and ended with a huge explosion (done
travellers, including Heloise. a young widow. with paper and lighting effects) that destroyed
and a young English theologian by the name of the robber's den, and allowed the young lovers
Frederick Lamond, get caught at the border to to be reunited. Joe's acting and delivery was first
Luxembourg accused of espionage. The show rate. and his hand-painted figures and scenes
was in German and much of the story lost to sparkled with saturated color. making the whole
us, but the scenery was beautiful and changed show a delight.
most ingeniously with bits and pieces of scenery Yet another Brit. Sarah Peasgood, did an
constantly combining to create new scenes. (Ex- adaptation of the American cartoon, Krazy Kat,
ample- a series of columns in a museum were with her Sarah's Paper Theatre. accompanied
transformed into a park with the addition of foli- by her parents, Peter und Sylvia Peasgood who
age,chaneing thecolumnx into tree trunks.) Asa are well known in the paper theatre world. The
note of interest, the Danish Queen often provides whow captured the color and feel of the comicx
the designs for Per Brink's shows. well. with bold. bright colors and simple cartoon

Robert Poulter's New Model Theatre (from figures. It was wonderful to look at. but like
Great Britain) presented Valsha. the Slave Queen, many comic strips. had the feeling of being a
an old tale of political ambition with many twists part of an ongoing story rather than having a
involving who is actually related to whom. it is a beginning. middle and end. In that way it was
complex tale and Robert told it in a very exciting also true to the original strip.

PHOTO : RAINER SENNEWALD
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PETER PEASE(GOOD (R) DEMONSTRATES SUBTLE CHILDREN'S WORKSHOP THE AUTHOR, JOE GLADWIN, VALERIE NELSON, AND

TOY THEATRE SKILLS FESTIVAL DIRECTOR ALAIN LECQUC AT A CAFE
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The company delighted many by including
in the funeral profession many traditional toy

by the paper heads of the directors and staff and
theatre figures who had had their heads replaced

performers from the festival.
One show we did not jet to see but heard good

thines about was Haase's Papiertheater. They did

, "4"f, , a show on the life of Vincent van Gogh, using his
paintines which started out tlat (as they usually
are) but then expanded back like an accordion to
create 3-D versions of the artwork where figures
and carts. etc. could move. a very fun idea.

puppetry festivals iii the U.S.. there is a feeling
The weekend festival passes quickly. but. like

of family among the performers and audience. as
they mingle after shows and around the festival

The French company. Papierthditre. pre- site and town. The festival is extremely well
3ented Romeo and Juliet with the performers organized and festival organizers seem more
Narguess Maid and Alain Lecque. This was like hosts who want to make sure you have a
not the Shakespeare version at all. but rather ire:it time at their function. Audience niemberx
a s,trange tale written by Gordoll Craig. about come back aeain and again, sonic from out of
Romeo wooinx a rather fickle Juliet while losing Germany. and many seem to look forward to it
arm, and legs (in the war?) until he is reduced to the whole year.
a torso and is finally rejected by her for being not *German Hospita/in'
enoughofaman. Itwasperformed in E„glishby
the French/Iranian team of Alain and Narguess. Michael Nelson and his wife, Valerie, are
and wa>fun to watch in spite of its inscrutability Magical Moonshine Theatre and, more
(1 5poke with Alain afterwards who said he was recently, Little Blue Moon (toy theatre).
true to the original Gordon Craig text. and that Michael is also the new toy theatre con-
after the show there are always many questions sultant for the Puppeteers of America.

For more on Little Blue Moon, see Kathyfrom the audience about the play.)
Foley's article on page 26.

$14.95 per copy
~ ' ~ ' 11111 \,1 The Language of the Puppet (includes shipping in U. S.)

This landmark book brings together 19 top puppetry ~4~
performers, artists and scholars from three conti-
nents. and is full of beautiful pictures. *>//

Available from UNIMA-USA:
1404 Spring St. NW, Atlanta, GA 30309 <unima@puppet.org>

You can now purchase UNIMA publications online with
credit/debit card and electronic checks.
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Paper theaters were among the most common bourgeois children'ss and practices. not the least important of which was the concept of
toys in nineteenth - and early twentieth -century Germany . They be- Bildiing. or education in the broadest sense . The practice of Bildit , ig
came widely available inthe 1830s: by 19001iterally everymiddle- began with the educationot children, both in school but also at
class household had such a theater. Figures and scenery could be home . Indeed . Bildting was a central element iii the new. nuclear.
purchased on separate Bogen-sheets of art paper. These elements bourgeois family:
would be cut out. the figures pasted to small rods. and productions
mounted inside table-top wooden proscenium "theaters.- The the- For bourgeois culture. a specific ideal of family life was

aters were modeled on the baroque theater's wing and backdrop. essential: the family was a purpose iii itself. a community
proscenium stages. figures were controlled from above. rather than held together by emotional ties and basic loyalties. Domi-
from the side. as in England. nated by the husband and father. it was an inner sanctil ill

At first glance. paper theaters (called -toy theaters" iii England)
seem a straightforward and innocuous form of childhood play. But protected from the world of competition and materialism

they participated in a variety of nineteenth-century German cultural ...a sphere of privacy. ,although not without servants.
and social developments. Indeed. they must be seen within the rise whose work made it possible for the middle-class mother
and consolidation of the German Biirgertitin from the second half to give sufficient time to the cultural dimensions of
of the eighteenth through the end of the nineteenth century. The
German bourgeoisie's Bi/rgermm can mean -middle-class," but in family life. including the transmission of the -cultural

Germany. this social formation defined through a scries of concepts capital" to the next generation.' (Kocka 6-7)
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Theater and opera were essential components of this cultural Color lithography remained unprofitable until the develop-
capital . Duringtheeighteentheentury, therising urban middle-class ment offully automatic chromo- lithography in 1870.' The Bogen
began to militate for the construction and licensing of -national produced before 1890 were printed in black and white and either
theaters" after the French model. theaters fundamentally intended sold uncolored or carefully hand-colored by small armies of mostly
for bourgeois rather than court audiences. These theaters began women and children. Even after the rise of color lithograph. many
to be constructed in the 1770s and 178() s , just as playwrights like bourgeois children continued to buy uncolored Bogen so that they
Lessing , Schiller, and Goethe began to provide them with a reper- could color them themselves . Colored Bogen were soon produced
tory built around values appropriate for the new class (see Haider- in greater numbers than uncolored ones. however. and the price
Pregler and Graf). difference gradually became insignificant.4 Moreover. children also

The cultural capital of such theaters included much more than cut out and colored other figures on Bogen not related to paper the-
the plays, however. As Kocka suggests, they served as essential ater, including soldiers. people from exotic lands, etc. Playing with
meeting places . as part of a public sphere in which the Bilrgertum paper theater was an activity closely related to playing in general
acknowledged and elaborated itself. Not only the content of per- in the Kinderstube .
formances, but their basic Gesms affirmed values essential to this Whether they bought them plain or colored. German children
self-definition. One of these values was knowing how to attend still had to cut out the figures and carefully mount them as scenery
the theater, mastering the customs of theater going, Another was or "actors." They functioned, then, as scenic and costume artists.
the sense of mastery over the proper codes of aesthetic apprecia- playfully and actively appropriating approved aesthetic standards.
tion-including appreciation of the rules governing thearts ofscene Ithinkthesamecanbesaidforthe appropriation of the texts. By
painting and costume. the 1860s. these included children's texts, but not exclusively. For

The importance of theater as cultural capital is reflected not only example. the three most popular texts published by Schreibers
in the widespread distribution of play texts , but also in the appear- Kinder-Theater between 1871 and l 891 were Snow White. Little Red
at-,ce just after the turn of the century of Bogen, depicting figures Riding Hood. and Cindere//a . But Weber ' s opera, Der Freischit is
costurned precisely as they were in opens and plays mounted in fifth on the list , and Schillers WillianiTell A eighth , followed by his
the theaters of cities like Vienna or Berlin : frequently. the figures The Robbers. and a version of Goethe ' s Faust ( see Jacoby-Zakfeld
themselves bore likeness to important actors . The Bogen publishers 10 ). To be sure . these texts bear little resemblance to the originals .
also published versions of the new German plays . The Schreiber version of Tell. for example . by one Ernst Siewert ,

These Bc,gen have proved invaluable to theater history, but for is in five acts , but only sixteen pages . The story has been reduced
our purposes, the practice suggests how much the new paper theater to bare essentials and a straightforward morality: Tell is the hero,
was a means of materially appropriating the bourgeois institution Gessler the villain, and good wins out against evil.
of theater into the home. And indeed, at first. the paper theater was Such a simplified ethic is, of course. an integral part of children's
not intended for children. it was a theater performed by adults for theater. But the ideological education afforded by the paper theater
adults. although their children were certainly part of the audience. is, I think, more sophisticated. It derives, in the first instance. from
Paper theater performances substituted for real theater visits for the active integration of theater into childhood plaj the child comes
those who could not afford them. And Dietger Dr6se has gone so to "own" not simply the material elements of the performance.
far as to suggest that such paper theater performances served to train but the performance itself. In this regard. it's worth noting that
members of the Biirgertit , 11 uneasy or unfamiliar with the com/en- the children playing with paper theater tended to play more than
tions of theatrical performance and spectating one role-often. one child played all the roles. If one can speak of

By mid-century, the conventions and practices of Bild,mg had "identification" with this kind of theater at aIL then it would be
been elaborated and stabilized. Transmission of these conventions identification with the director, with the performance apparatus
to children through the family began to replace the performance of itself, ratherthan psychological identification with any one character.
paper theater among adults. This transition took two forms. On the Indeed. paper theater began to die out in the twentieth century in
one hand. a paper theater performance by the father for the family part because the sensuous pleasured of its baroque scenery wasn't
became a regular part of Christmas festivities. which had themselves matched by realism and because the acting style required in realism
been introduced in the early ninetee lith century as one of the self- couldn't be pleasurably transferred to a children's theater.
definitional activities of the new bourgeois family. At the same time, The ideological elements of paper theater also work in the com-
theaters began to appear as an integral part of the Kinderstube. or bination of text and production . Take , for example , the interaction
-childre~ room." The dedication of a separate space for child ' s offigureand textinthe Schreibers Kindertheaterversion of Gockel.
play was itself a signal clement in the development of a new con- Hinkel und Gackeleia: published around 1920 . this is third- last
cept of childhood during the nineteenth century, of childhood as a Schreiber text. The text by Marianne Sartori is based on a fairy tale
time for the acquisition of bourgeois values through focused play. by Brentano. Sartori uses the 1847 text. published after Brentano's
The development of this concept of childhood helped bring about death, in which a Jew is one of the important characters: in the ver-
explosive expansion in the toy industry during the second half of sion Brentano himself published. the character is a bird. The Jew in
the nineteenth century.2 Sartori's version is not an overtly "bad guy." However, the character

17
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to the theater as passively as theories of affect suggest: spectator-
ship would seem to be an active undertaking. one grounded in a
childhood background in equally active production. Similarly. the
children's theater suggests one reason why the nineteenth-century
bourgeois audience considered its theater to belong to it in all re-
spects-particularly the theater of classical drama and the opera.

n hi / 1/A It's hardly surprising that this Close·relationship didn't survive the
l  decline of the Bii,Nertum asa coherent . ideological identity group
r / ff 7 mp·. a

I I in the early twentieth century. It's also interesting to speculate why
1 1, Il so many other aspects of the institution of paper theater seem to

1 - have stumbled on in the absence of this group.

-

..'Off ~.4A Notes

1. All translations in this article are mine.

2. The industry's workers included women and children manufacturing
in home production : childhood was reserved for the Biirgertum.

-

3. The mass production of color lithographs was also made possible by
fs 1

I the labor of children. working in industrial plants staffed by as
many as 350 workers. See J:icoby-Zakfeld 10,

4· 93 1 4. This is in direct contest to England. where paper theater was from
the start marketed to working-class as well as bourgeois children,
and where Bogen could be had for "Penny Plain, Twopence

4-11% Colored." See Speaight
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children , but itdoesillustratethefluidboundariesbetweentoysand San Diego , istheauthorof Brecht and the West German
playing and coming to terms with an outside . adult world . Theatre: The Practice and Politics of Interpretation (UMI

It ' s tempting to speculate on how much the adults in this world 1989) and coeditor with James Harding of Not the Other
retained the relationship of play and the acquisition of cultural Avant-Garde.  Onthe Transnational Foundations ofA vant-
capital that marks the children ' s theater. Certainly. consideration of Garde Performance (Michigan 2006). He has published
children's theater play suggests that adult audiences did not relate numerous articles on German theatre.
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to the theater as passively as theories of affect suggest: spectator-
ship would seem to be an active undertaking, one grounded in a
childhood background in equally active production. Similarly. the
children's theater suggests one reason why the nineteenth-century
bourgeois audience considered its theater to belong to it in all re-
spects-particularly the theater of classical drama and the opera.

't: IEs hardly surprising that this close relationship didn't survive the
*d decline -*' ''-- .---- ...d-.-- n.i n ...h..FI•-~+
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is structurally placed as the obstacle to the hero ' s desires . ( He wants Jahrhiti
to buy a chicken that Gockel and Hinkel need to help them win back Graf. R Svt----:*--82
their place in court ). Equally important is the simple aligning of a dem Wi
human character with birds.an animalization accomplished graphi-
cally by the depiction of the Jewish nose and the chicken beak. And. Jacoby- ¢*ILLI-of course, the dehumanization of the figure would have been carried Anmerl

out. not only by the artist who drew the figure. but by the children PaPierU
who performed the piece ' s latent antisemitism . MtiscuL

Something similar also takes place in the piece Schreiber pub- Magisti FROM UNDERGROUND RAILWAY THEATER'S PRODUCTION OF BRECHT'S GAlished immediately before Gocket, Die Russen in Ostpreuj.le,1 (The DrOse .
Russians in East Prtissia). Subtitled Patriotic Play in One Act, this
play is set in a German village nearthe Russian border in 1914.(East Speaigl

LondorPrussia became part of Poland after World War I.) Russian troops
occupy the village. They're not depicted all that negatively. but their
captain is. He's clearly the bad guy. against whom the play's heroes.
the mayor and his wife. struggle. The piece seems intended for older John I
children, but it does illustrate the fluid boundaries between toys and San D
playing and coming to terms with an outside . adult world . Theat

It's tempting to speculate on how much the adults in this world 1989)
retained the relationship of play and the acquisition of cultural Avant
capital that marks the children ' s theater . Certainly , consideration of Gard€
children's theater play suggests that adult audiences did not relate numel
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lim Henson: Wonders from

His Workshop
Highlighting some of the performance and design

contributions jim Henson and his collaborators
have made to the world of puppetry, this exhibit

features the technological advances behind Froggle
Rock, Labyrinth and more. Come and experience

past and current innovations that continue to
inspire puppeteers and audiences around the

world. On loan from The Henson Family Collection
courtesy of The Jim Henson Legacy and The

Jim Henson Company.
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live performances, Distance Learning and

other educational programs, Create-A-Puppet
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and our Museum's permanent collection
and other special exhibits.
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Titles include Tales Of Edgar Allan Poe, Beauty and the Beast,
The Shoemaker and the Elves, Dinosaurs, and American Tall Tales/

Check out our Museum Store or shop online
at www.puppet.org to collect the entire set!

CENTER FOR www.puppet.org • Ticket Sales 404.873.3391
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of The Muppets Studio, LLC. © 2010 The Muppets Studio, LLC. SESAME STREET ® and associated characters, trademarks, and design elements are owned and licensed by

Sesame Workshop. © 2010 Sesame Workshop ARights Reserved. All other photos © 2010 Center· for Puppetry Arts
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persuasions could be similarly inspired by this
low-tech means ofstorytelling. Soon many pup-
peteer friends were also employing Toy Theater.
We jokingly referred to our little corner of the
Toy Theater world as a -revival." But now. 20
years later, it seems the revival was for real.

At some point in the mid-9Os we learned about
a delightful festival of Toy Theater which is
held annually in Preetz, a small city in northern
Germany. Collectors and practitioners from
Holland, France, Denmark. Sweden. England
and Germany meet there every September to
share their performances and to keep the tradi-
tion alive. We were amazed and excited to learn
that there continue to be Toy Theater guilds,
publications and shops, and that Toy Theater is

4 very much alive today. We performed at Preetz
in 1999,2002.2003 and 2007. It is a wonder-
ful festival. intimate, convivial. including some

by Trudi Cohen extraordinarily successful interpretations of the
Toy Theater tradition. We were the welcome
representation of the New World, younger (back

Great Small Works has been intimately involved in Toy Theater since 1990, then) than most of the performers, and-in-tag-
when, in our ongoing investigations into popular theater and puppetry ine that! -from the United States. There are,
techniques. we stumbled upon the form. We were looking for ways to tell however, naysayers in the Preetz Toy Theater
the urgent stories of the moment-in particular. the impending Gulf War. community. who disdain our occasional use of
We cut out pictures from newspapers and magazines, framed them in a three-dimensional figures and our encouralle-
cardboard box on a tabletop and nariated our own versions of the news. ment ofthe reinvention, rather than preservation,
Toy Theater spoke to us, as a direct. immediate, personal way to respond of the form.
quickly to the events of the day.

In 1993, we mounted our first Toy Theater fes-
The tradition of Toy Theater as do-it-yoursel f parlorentertainment enticed tival. a modest project with a lobby exhibit and
us. Here was a means for a low-budget theater company to tell stories of four theater companies. held at Theater for the
pressing concern. It did not cost thousands of dollars to create glorious New City in Manhattan. In 1994. we presented
effects such as explosions, trap doors. and fanciful lighting. We did not a second festival there, similar in scale. Over
need a huge rehearsal space. And we could transport a show in a few the course of the following years. the festival
suitcases. continued to grow, as we produced two festivals

at Los Kabayitos Puppet Theater. two at HERE
We made many episodes of our "Toy Theater of Terror As Usual- news Arts Center, and three at St. Anns Warehouse.
series on topics ranging from the Gulf War to the Los Angeles riots to most recently in June 2010. The festivals have
NYC real estate to American gun culture to. most recently, the BPoilspill. become international in scope, and we now
And we moved ontoother types of Toy Theater plays as well, including create multiple intimate spaces for simultane-
classics like "Olivier's Hamlet" and "Faust" and adaptations of texts by ous performances: the Temporary Toy Theater
italo Calvino, the Strugatsky brothers, Isaac Bashevis Singer and Ana Museums have become expansive exhibitions,
Maria Menocal. We sometimeK designed our own images and other times juxtaposing traditional Toy Theaters with con-
appropriated images from a wide range of sources: we likewise used both temporary interpretations of the form. For the
original and found texts. And we discovered that artists of wide-ranging opening of our last festival we made the first-
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Toy Theatre Exhibition,
the Bruce Museum, Greenwich~ CT
October 30,2010 -January 30,2011

The Bruce Alusettin in Greeliwich . C ]( 111 !iectictlt , presented A Child's View: 19th-
Century Paper Theaters, which took a nowl approach to the Muscum's popular
tradition of ollbi·ing holiday slicnvs featuring the world of miniatures. The exhibition
showcasesd approximately 35 colorful, antique paper theaters plus related materials froni

the personal collection of Eric· G, Bernard of New York City.

Nearly every major European country as well as the United States developed its own
tradition of paper theater during the 19':' century into the early 20"I century. 11 was
juvenile Drania in England, Papiertheater or Ainder/heater in Germany and Austria, dukketeater
in Denmark. teatro de los niflos or katrillo in Spain. .ind thidtre de papier iii France. England
had over 50 publishers. Germany 54, Spain 14, France 13, Denmark 10, Austria 9. mid
the United States 5. All of tliese versions to sonic degree were derived from the ability to
mass produce the printed image, initially from engraved copper plates. followed by color
lithography iii the mid- 19~ centur).

Visit the museum website at wri·#.1)ruceilluseuni.org.

I. -. .1.

On our cover:'

Proscen\um, Prozenium mit Musikkapelle,
Scenery for Kriegerzelt (War Tent ), Figures for Siegfried
Germany, ca. 1901- Publisher: J.S. Schreiber
Collection of Eric G. Bernard

A PAPER THEATER PERFORMANCE FROM VIER GENREBILDER

(FOUR GENRE PICTURES), BILDERBOGEN NR 78,

WINCKELMANN & SOHNE, BERLIN, GERMANY, C. 1860
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Proscenium, The New Paper Theatre
Scenery and figures, "0nskeringen"
Denmark , 1918 Publisher : The Illustrated Family Journal
Collection of Eric G. Bernard
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Proscenium sheet number 1028
Scenery and figures Don Juan Tenono
Spain ca 1900 Publisher Paluzle
Collection of Eric G. Bernard
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UNIMA-USA
ever Greatest Smallest Parade, and 60 miniature
floats were pulled along the sidewalk accompa-
nied by a full -size marching band . Hundreds /\Adi*- D(bilt„-3
of visual artists. hundreds of pertk,rming artists, 3-1 /42-
dozens of volunteers have all participated. Each IMPRESARIO
festival now attracts 1.500-2.000 ticketed audi
ence members . and an unquantitiable number of Vince Anthony
visitors to the Museum . which is free of charee . Center for Ptippetry Arts
We have presented programs for adult audiences Lynn K. Jeffries
and programs for family audiences: symposia
discussing the significance and relevance of Toy

PATRONTheater in broader contexts of performance, the
miniature and technology : public workshops : Chinese Theatre Works
and the involvement of NYC public high school Kathy Foley
students. As we like to say. a colossal event of )Jennings Puppeteers
miniature proportions!

Toy Theater functions for Great Small Works in ~ ~f~ ~ ~ 0, ~ Claudia Ore/?stein

multiple ways. It is an inspiring structure within C 21'm[K. / SPONSOR
which to create our own new pieces of theater. Toni & Robert Bader
It is a form that has brought together a real and

Donald Batties, Jr.extensive community of artists. And it is a re-
markable teaching tool . direct and accessible . Leslie Carrara-Rudolph
Students . young and old . who find it impossible Black Cherry Puppet Theater
to speak their minds or stand up in front of Camy Condon
anyone . are able to create and perform original Patti Vincent David
Toy Theater shows. It is a source of continuing Carol Fijan
gratification to understand that with Toy Theater Alice -Diane" Houkwe can help people tell their own stories.

Ryan Howard
I believe that in Toy Theater we have discovered The Hunter Marionettes
a universal form of storytelling . and along the Stephen Kaplin
way, a clearer definition oftheater itself. During Alleht Klirten
one of our festival workshops . a small girl and Ti#any Lange
her father created a Toy Theater which continues Mark Levenson
to resonate for me. Their stage was shaped like a Colette Searlstooth. and in the stage were two girls and a table
made from paper and popsicle sticks , and a lovely Karen Smith
backdrop painted like a room . It was titled "Yes- Nancy L. Staub
terday My Friend Sarah Pulled Out My Tooth . lan Sweetman
By framing the space ( a simple cardboard box ), Teatro SEA
and framing the moment (probably about 30 Vickie & Rick Vincent
seconds), this happy team was able to tell a real Peter & Jarmila Zapletal
story of immediate significance to them. And in
its simplicity, it was the perfect show. 11 1-6-

Trudi Cohen was an early member of Bread 1
and Puppet Theatre , and is a founding 73Acir £1Cnere.sct_ t, Ls l~1~(J(ltlv (lf,recttlie<(.
member of Great Small Works.
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TOY THEATER AND TERROR AS USUAL:
the political properties of miniature and flat

by Clare Dolan

WHAT IS IT? kind of Toy Theater is its radical use of the

A metronome with wings hovering in the air , traditional format , its bold exploitation of
a skeleton driving a car through a burning the qualities that make toy theater Toy The-

city, a parade of cut-out politicians dressed ater: the miniaturization, the flatness, the
in white robes, flagellating themselves with power of the proscenium as "frame," and the
tiny whips. This was my introduction to Toy accessibility of the materials and processes

Theater, as realized by Great Small Works in used to produce it. Great Small Works and the

their Terror As Usual series-hardly the stuff artists it has inspired have discovered the
of parlour entertainment or children's play exquisite ways this format is perfectly suited
which the phrase "Toy Theater" conjures to the to exploring the chaos of current events and
uninitiated. To some, this kind of Toy Theater everyday life, while unraveling modern nar-
seems a huge departure from historical and ratives that illuminate the workings of power
typical incarnations of the form. The Terror and the politics of creative resistance.
As Usual series catapults the spectator into
a world where the serious investigation of MINIATURE
power relations, politics, and history finds Tiny men, giant rats, tabletop cityscapes,

materiality in miniature, flat cut-outs framed tulips the size of a skyscraper, the Universe

by a proscenium arch. These shows inspired a in a disco ball: The most obvious defining

revival of interest in the Toy Theater form feature of Toy Theater is that it is minia-

among North American artists, activists, and ture and that it allows easy manipulation of
puppeteers that amounted to no less than a scale. Miniatures are distilled, concentrated

revolution in the way the form is practiced replicas of life-sized things. The smaller the

in America today. But is this "really" Toy thing, the more concentrated its essence. In

Theater? the Terror As Usual series, GSW exploits the
power of the miniature with careful precision,

Of course seriousness of subject matter and the using it to illuminate political relationships
use of complex narrative strategies does not between people, things, and institutions. In

automatically fall outside the realm of "real" the episode "Crusade," a teeny, tiny scholar
puppet theater. Many puppeteer/artists in the gives a speech on terrorism against the loom-
United States have an uncomfortable relation- ing backdrop of an enormous city, ingeniously
ship to the seemingly inevitable association amplifying the power of his words. The effect

of puppet theater with children's entertain- is as if this little man were shouting his
ment. Even while some of the greatest American warnings at us with all of his might from a
puppet theater has been created with children great distance (when in reality the puppeteer
as its intended audience, an enormous body speaking his lines is using a perfectly normal
of puppetry, intended for adults and dealing tone of voice). The wisdom of his speech, and

with complex subject matter, continues to pine the knowledge that it goes unheeded, imbues
for articulate, intelligent reviewers and an this tiny cut-out figure with the incredible
audience who is prepared for the nuance and poignancy of the miniature: The figure is ri-

seriousness of its methods and aims. diculously small, the content of his speech
sincerely big, and serious.

But the question of seriousness is not nec-
essarily what underlies the feeling of raw Miniature also lends itself to nostalgia and

discovery-and sometimes discomfort-toy the- intimacy. Tininess suggests privacy, the in-

ater aficionados may experience when watching sides of drawers, secrets of a treasure-chest,
the Terror As Usual series and others of its confidences of a diary. Toy Theater provides

ilk. What is truly startling about this "new" the perfect platform for examining the small
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mundanities of private life, and also the FLAT
possibility of juxtaposing these against A flat object has a front and a back. One
the looming forces of history and politics. side is always hidden from view. This allows
When we watch miniature toy theater charac - Eor transformation and revelation - the two
ters moving about on a miniature stage, we most powerful tools for articulating politi-
enjoy a God's-eye view of the machinations cal relationships. The powers of revelation

of humanity. As a spectator of a Terror As are literally built into the flat object, and
Usual show, one gets the dizzying sensation can be instantly exercised by simply flipping
of floating above the earth with a pair of it over to reveal its backside. A flat human
very powerful binoculars, seeing the "big figure in a toy theater can present a pre-
picture" (the breadth of everything from dictable appearance when facing one way, only
above) and the "little picture" (the min- to flip and expose the unexpected. This can
iature made giant inside the toy theater ' s be exploited in a myriad of ways . To reveal ,
framing arch) simultaneously. quite literally, what' s "behind the facade"

of a given character can be a serious act of
This largeness/smallness also can be expedi- unmasking deception, or a playful acknowledge-
ent: The manipulation of scale possible in ment of human frailty. Buildings of New York
Toy Theater allows the artist to create stage City flip over in the Terror As Usual Episode
pictures which elucidate power relations "Metro Section, " becoming skeleton-inhabited
without saying a word. In the Terror As Usual graves of former slaves interred in a forgot-
episode "Doom, " for example, a miniature com- ten, long hidden metropolitan burying ground.
munity center building is hunched alone cen- The simple flip-and-reveal is wordlessly ar-
ter stage while a group of out-of-scale rats ticulate. We are reminded that a building we
surround it on either side. The juxtaposition see everyday, perhaps on the walk to work or
of the small defenseless-looking building coming home, is all at once that same familiar
against "giant " real - estate-mogul rats makes building and simultaneously something com-
us laugh, but also underscores the feeling pletely different from what we know it to be.
of helpless isolation the besieged community Our well-known building is exactly also the
feels as it watches Big Development dismantle grave of a man who was buried with shackles
its public spaces piece by piece. still chaining his feet.
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A flat object can also become something en- arch and in an instant the stage curtains be-
tirely new when flipped around : it can trans - come his legs and feet . This violation of the

form . This property embodies the politically stage is a total brutal surprise . In no other

radical notion of agency, the idea that true format would it be possible that a character
change is possible , that things can become can subsume the entire theater ( and , yes , the
something other than what they are now. world) into his corpus! This horrible/wonder-

ful allegorical image is possible because this

GSW and the Toy Theater artists they've in- is Toy Theater.

spired often choose to deviate from flatness
and incorporate three dimensional objects into PAPER
their stage pictures, which may, in fact, be Paper is cheap. Paper is everywhere. Even a
a sore spot with the more traditional toY child can make things out of paper. To make
theater practitioner. This "new" variation Toy Theater doesn't require a producer, stage

in the format can be a very potent theatrical manager, tech crew, expensive equipment or
tool. Just as manipulation of scale is useful even much of a budget. It can be made by any-
for exploring power relationships, the con- one, at home, with what is lying around. This
trast between flat and 3-D lends itself well populist aspect of the art is built into the
to constructing visual allegories of political form. Toy Theater is naturally suited to DIY
relationships. Who is flat and who is three political empowerment, its material substance
dimensional? When the speechifying pundit is perfectly complementing the content and con-
a flat xerox cut-out, but the giant boots that cerns of shows by Great Small Works and those
dance over the heads of the populace are the it has inspired. The simplicity and portabil-
real steel-toed thing, this violation of flat- ity of the form has allowed GSW to give many
ness is both sassy and illuminating. Toy Theater workshops, inviting participants

to create their own toy theater productions.
The collage of flat and 3-D together produces From the Crossroads Middle School in Manhat-
neither-flesh-nor-fowl figures that transcend tan, Brooklyn grade schools, to the Museo de
both the flat and 3-D universe. By pasting Culturas Populares in Coyoacan, Mexico City,
flat white paper wings on a real metronome, and the National Theater Workshop for the
Great Small Works creates a haunting embodi- Handicapped in Belfast, Maine, the company

ment of a very complex idea: Walter Benjamin's has introduced the form to a wide variety of
concept of the "angel of history." The angel people. The accessibility of the materials
exists in all places at all times, his back and methods of producing toy theater renders
toward the future, eyes fixed on the accumu- it perfect for this kind of activist art-mak-
lating tumble of debris that is the past. The ing outreach.
metronome clicks and hovers and witnesses. The

very realness of the metronome's ticking and WHAT IS IT?
swinging pendulum and the flat paper wings, An intelligent accumulation of ideas, trans-
turn Benjamin' s complicated idea into a moving lated into beautiful and terrifying images.
and ethereal theatrical presence. The enthusiastic embrace of a traditional form

with a rich and interesting history. A bold
PROSCENIUM ARCH fearlessness about breaking the rules. A met-

The action of Toy Theater is contained within ronome with wings hovering in the air. Great
a proscenium arch that serves as a conceptual Small Works and the Terror As Usual series
as well as physical frame. When we watch char- has opened up a new chapter in the practice
acters and landscapes move inside a frame, the of modern toy theater and in our understand-
box itself becomes significant. Distinction ing of what it is. And though it may push
between what is inside and what is outside some uncomfortable limits with the form, the
becomes possible. Greater worlds and lesser inherent properties of Toy Theater seem to
worlds, heaven and earth, the personal and perfectly invite this kind of content, this
the global, all of these dichotomies come to kind of use.
mind. Once again, the form proves ideal for
exploring the diverse forces at play in con-
temporary life. In the Terror As Usual episode CLARE DOLAN is a performer, director, and cheap artist
"Doom, " the giant head and arms o f New York' s based in Vermont. She was a puppeteer for twelve years
mayor appear over the top of the proscenium with the Bread and Puppet Theater,
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Toy *eatre lA,+Lutol: Little BULe Moolt TA£6Utre
by Kathy Foley

Fld-01'*#t Toy 7-hetre a#id Childhood Iputoceftee
The Anglophone toy theatre has roots in stirring representations
of early 19*'1 century theatre's romantic epics. stirring melo- Literary reflections on toy theatre are wrapped in nostalgia for child-

dramas. and spectacular pantomimes shrunk to fit the hands hood, Charles Dickens writes: "My thoughts are drawn back. by a

of juvenile presenters with playbooks replicating the texti of fascination...the tc,y-theatre-there it is. with its familiarproscenium.

adult performances (George Speaight. Histon· Of the English and ladies in feathers. in the boxes ..a teeming world of fancies.

Thecltre . Boston : Plays , lne . 1969 , pp . 11 -27 , 92 -95 ). As the Let the benignant figure of my childhood stand unchanged !"'

Victorian period developed a stricter conception of childhood, Robert Louis Stevenson remembered the juvenile playbooks as a

content and materials became mme staid-edited versions of respite from his strict Presbyterian household and a boyho<,d escape

pantomimes and melodramas. diverged from theatre'% Victorian to a world of fatitastical adventure:

drawing room comedies and realist dramas as the child audience
vanished (Speaight: 144-145). Toy theatre from 1850 into the hi the Leith Walk window. all the year round. there
20,b century was a world where the only adult viewer. conceptu- stood displayed a theatre in working order. with a
ally, was a doting parent applauding a child presenter.

"forest set.- a "combat.- mid a few "robbers ca-
This short article will explore reflections of the Victorian

history and show how now these small figures have been rousine- in the slides: and below and about. dearer
taken up by adults. with a discussion of California perform- tent'old to me! the plays themselves, to undo
ers Michael and Valerie Nelson (Little Blue Moon Theatre those bundles and breathlesly devour those pages ot
http://www.magicalmoonshine.org/bluewelcome.htm,
hereafter LBMT) who make what was once child's play, gesticulating villains, epileptic combatx . it was a

tasteful but suggestive foreplay with an - R- rating. giddy joy. 2
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Stevenson as an adult found childhood visions provided by with Robert Poulter at a Puppeteers of America festival a decade
printer Skelt more artful than adult theatre or life itself: ago was followed by a second with Dutch master Harry Ouderkerk.

who did not feel sexual material was feasible. Nelson took up this
If 1 go to the theatre to see a good old melodrama. tis challenge. Inspired by the understated style of Edward Gorey's book.

The Curi,ms Sc,/i/: A Ponic,graphic Work, where sex is implied not
but Skelt a little faded. If I visit a bold scene in nature,

depicted. Nelson developed a version of Gorey's The Hapless Chih/,
Skelt would have been holder: there had been certainly but encountered copyright restrictions. Then he did a relative's life
a castle on that niountain, and the hoHow tire-that set story for her 7(}th birthday.
piece- I seem to miss it iii the foreground . ( ibid ) Nelson 's breakthrough piece was NMAW . a puppeteer in Paris

( who performs ait natural in her booth ) encounters a wind gust . She
Victorian viewpoints on toy theatre. a passion of youth lost in looses her garments, but finds true lust and fame. The fifteen-min-

adulthood. contrast with 21" century toy theatre where grown-ups ute show -contains puppet nudity (tasteful, of course) and implied
collect or perform: Our children click computer mice to explore adult situations" (LBMT). The performer who has no clothes must
panoptic vistas that earlieryouth found in toy theatre's proscenium have struck a chord in UNIMA-USA 2008 award reviewers iii its
arch. Today. adults play with thediminutive figures andjuxtapose willingness to reveal eroticism rarely let out of the booth. and won
childlike associations [ smallness . toys ] and adult genres [ social an UNIMA citation for excellence . along with a ballad piece . Tlic
criticism, sexuality] to create ironic dissonances. Paul Zaloom and Widow. in which Valerie xings/manipulates the story of a sex-starved
Great Small Works create thought-provoking political commentary widow who wears out the devil in her search for satisfaction. Nelson
and laughter. Hotel Modern 's Kcinip depicts Auschwitz as popu- credits his spouse for keeping narratives tasteful and cites Isabel
lated by 3 .0()0 three- inch figures . creating Brechtian Verfrcmciting. Allende ' s idea. "Erotica is when you use a feather. Pornography is
Little Blue Moon Theatre of Valle'jo uses cutouts and Barbies tO when you use the whole chicken." to explain their approach (email.
explore the exotic erotic. using the bondage of figures' minimal 14 Dec. 2010).
movement. to show how sexy toying around can be. Scriptwriter Nelson finds humor in "our method ofreproduction

that our society is so convoluted about." The sexual content fit the
venue where works debuted: Napa's Wild Swan Aphrodisiac Factory.

Littte Blue Momt TAatre Ticket sales for performances and factorys tour neverjustified the hun-

Michael Nelson is the initiator of these shows. He and wife. Val- dreds of building hours that "take my [Nelson's] attention from real

eric. have been working with music, large flexible figure.i. and paying work.- still. shows allowed exploration of adult themes.

minimal scenery for child/family audiences for thirty years. This
repertory. except for muxic. is the obverse-puppetry with small
stationary figures 47"-IO") and abundant scenery (ofteii in a 19" TS
century-style pri,scenium) foradults. Nelsonsaysit is"just forme: Little Blue Moon Theatre work can be divided by the objects used
and a response to mid-life: others buy sports cars-he builds toy 1) classical proscenium toy theatre. 2) shadow shows. and 3) pieces
theatre shows.4 Shows are not commercially viable. as the audience with dolls/toys. The narratives draw on two major sources: 1) tia-
does,Vt know what the form is" the company's one children's ditional myths or 2) Euro-American popular literature/cinema. Very

xhow. The Grassho/,m'/  ami the Ant . has not sold widely. Still . the often these two story strains intertwine- culturally Americans use
productions have won national/internatioii.,1-touring invitations, the exotic other(European, Oriental. vampire, mummy, ghost. jungle
including four visits to Germany and one to France. dweller. or dancing god) to let sexuality free.

If childrens shows are the couples' day job. toy theatre is The mythic material explores multicultural sexology: Roman.
their nighttime romp that may compensate for limits inherent in Japanese, Egyptian, Turkish, and Indian. Film themes and oriental-
American performance for chil- ist images impact. too. Wordless
dren. The pieces with numerous -- *,4, Roman Reverie (2010) uses 110
scene changes, set pieces, and :*UCUI# figures and scenic images for the
characters in multiple states metamorphosis of an American
of undress have an exuberance couple separated on Roman holi-
of creation that reminds the day: Harold sports with nymphs
viewer of 18"' and 19"i century .' and becomes a gladiator. Eve
scenography with its panoramas becomes a centaur k 'pet" and
mid scrolled vistas. Nelson notes drinks with Bacchus. Transformed
it is "is way too much work" more than a Jamesian couple by
and accommodates too small their Italian interlude. they are.
an audience for commercial vi - literally, reunited . Japanese Ghost
ability. Nelson took up the art Story draws on Japanese prints
wondering. - How l could adopt aiid kaidai,shii ( ghost tales ). Pup-
an odd static form and see how peteer Tamaki Nobuko consulted
it might work." A workshop on a story of a spirit wife. She

DracuM del Lobo
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warms her husband's bed until his body is found. locked in her skeletal figuies can't move anyway. sc, bondage and toy theatre go well
embrace. Necrology. Buddhistic -"attachment." and Japanese bondage together."The stories are about cutting cultural knots. Foucault.
combine, A tale of Osiris has horror film tropes and Egyptian lore iii who highlighted Western culturek tendeticies toward discipline
Shaft of the Mmililly. Isis . to revive the world . must find the lost penis of and punishment . would probably applaud these miniature pieces
herdivine husband. It turns up -in the hands ofthe young archeological that combine beautiful visuals. music. and psyches unbound.
assistant. Chastity Innocenti. All seems well but the priestesses of Isis The play is erotically enhanced due to the unexpected form:
have vowed to search fur the missing phallus even after death. In this diminutive figures.
campy play .itis dangerousto mess withmummy dearest: Contains The Little Blue Moon Theatre reacts to American approaches
nudity, mummies with their wrappings coming off, . - and mummy to sexuality: while seemingly free it has puritanical constraints.
sex (in the wings)" (LBMT). Design element combine hieroglyphics. The company illuminates the contradictions in a -harmless" and
mummy cases. and Edwardian drawing rooms. -comic- mode. Blue Moon slides under the radar with figures of

Nelson has three sexy shadow plays : Celebrity Kania Sun'ci based childhood innocence to point out the deep fascination that sex
on Sir Richard Burtonk translations of the Indian text to explain how exudes and the ways we displace desire. The sizzling romance
they do it. as "an educational, public service for the community. of the Regency Theatre lured the hearts and minds of boys who
Running time varies depending on the number of positions covered (or became the masters of the British Empire. Their tales of travel
uncovered)" ( LBMT ). Krishna and the Gopis (cow girls ) uses North and colonialismstillhauntourpopulartilmsandmedia . The toy
Indian miniatures as visual inspiration for a tale of gopis wild for the theatres of Victorian nurseries are gone but Little Blue Moon
god. lii Picnic, the bawdy Turk. Karagoz. hooks up with beauties and picks up characters for adult viewers. They're only playing.
outwits the Pasha's guards. but these little figures are hot to the touch.

Mittiny on the Botmty . visually inspired by Hawaiian postcards ,
depicts the South Seas where Tahitian dancers abound and "clothing Foley Kathy is a professor of theater arts at UC Santa

is only for decoration," Moral implications of actual mutiny are tossed Cruz, the editor of Asian Theater Jouma/ and has per-

overboard -iii favor of the archetypical island fantasy, Contains no sex, formed as a dalang of wayang golek rod puppets and

but lots of dancing, ukuleles, surfing. bathing. and a few tropical drinks wayang orang dance drama for more than
in the hammock. Oh. And some long rowing for Captain Bligh. And twenty years.
some tattoos"( LBMT ). Dracula del Lobc, in \ 92()s Argentina jumbles
conquistadors and sexual conquests. Two young women encounter the Notes
vampire next door. Sizzling tango music ofAstor Piazzola accompanies 1. Charles Dickens. "A Chrixtmas Tree- ( 1850)
stake driving. beheading. andlust of"theworld'sfavorite monster"(see http://library,educationworldnet/clas 10/scllpg l .html,
film. www.magicalmoonshine.org/toy2.htm). The 10- figures require accessed 6 December 2010.
two manipulators. rather than the musician-narrator and a single ma- 2. Stevenson. -A Penny Plain and T,vopence Coloured,-
nipulator of previous shows . Timgo for Tarzan is Nelson ' s Night iii the Magazine ofArt \ 1884\ and Memories and Porn'ilits Il 887 ]
Mitwii Fil : Jane visits a natural history museum and enters the diorama . http ://www. toytheatre . net/JKG-Frame . htin , accessed 6
Captured and bound, she escapes the trappings of civilization, a literally December 2010.
bareback rider cavorting atop rhinos. Finding Tarzan. Jane abandons 3. Only Hans Chri<tian Anderson. his memories clouded
culture for nature. perhaps by his own childhood penury and experience of

Nelson uses dolls in Barbie Diaries ( 2004 . revised 2009) and The parental neglect . allows his writing a more strident note that
Ladz or the Tiger. The first finds Barbie living in a Salvation Army invites Marxi <t analysis . In "The Money Box .- the fat piggy
shelter and split from Ken after 43 years of union. She recognizes her bank stuffed with coins lords it over the toyi a< they -have
need to be controlled : imagery includes leather and whips . The Lady or a game at being men and women . that is something worth
the Tiger uses Barbie and G . I . Joe to make the fateful choice . playing at L . 1 . The little toy theatre was set up in such a

way so that the money pig could look directly into it." The

60'54&%04 
play "was not worth much. but it was very well played. mid
all the characters turned their painted sides to the audience.

What do we make of this playing around? Tropes come from American for they were only made to be seen on one side. The acting
ways of framing sex-other people do it. We can go on vacation from was wonderful. excepting that sometimes they came out
traditional American restraints and. when in Rome. do as the Romans. beyond the lamps. because the wires were a little too long.-
Escapes to the South Paci fic, "Orients"of the "Mid-"or"Far" East. or Through itall, "eachonethought most of himself. orwhat
global south let characters throw off constraint and clothes. Debates of the money-pig could be thinking." www.fairytalescollection.
orientalism. colonialism. culture vs. nature are echoed in these play- com/hans_christian_anderson/The_Money_Box.htni.
ful replays of civilization and its discontents. Of course stories are not accessed 6 December 2010.
about faraway places but about " us." In Tangofor Tarum. Jane ' s inner 4 . All quotes unless otherwise noted are from a personal
animal is released. Barbie can face her bondage to the materialism and interview 5 December 2010.
become a dominatrix. Nelson finds puppeteer Kevin Menegus' com- 5. Nelson discussed this piece in -Natalie Undressed" in
ment , that he has a lot people in knots . perceptive : - In toy theatre . the Plippetry International #14 C Fall and Winter 2003 ).
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Pro'VK OK Hl~k i*l tlt£ Ba&*vvitput
by Joe McCormack

slid out on stage and became part of the story. Each successive
character brought more laughter. bringing my storytelling to a
halt until the shrieks and snortin~s subsided. only to flair up
aeain when one of them showed up in a bathing suit and another
popped out of the birthday cake to finally bring the curtain down

.

to end this little puppet show.
The guests said they never saw anything like it and quite

frankly neither did 1. The learnine curve was quick. This thing
was a hit and what other unimagined and unplanned stories
could unfold on this miniature stage to delight small children?
This should work. After all. much of my childhood play was
moving plastic figures around iii a fort of building blocks and
creating those floor stories for my own amusement. Kids like
this kind of thing. on the floor. animating dolls and toy figures
as their stories unfold.

So the experiment is back in the basement and a papercountry
Like building a boat that could only be transported from the base- mouse and a papercity mo USe await to tell a story that suggests it
ment by Hercules. my first toy theater could houxe a few small is good to be where one is and gladly accept it. Shadow scenery
children at one time. but only in the basement and just the whole for the cityscape and a cornfield for the country motif will add
idea of children in the ba>,ement is the subject of local news. So some colorful sophistication for this performance along with a
another stage was built and finally some success. with the con- few other scenery fly-ups to amaze and delight. In a darkened
struction that is. 1 was at the other end of the tunnel where there room with the glow of lights from the miniature theater. we are
was no light except fur the few light fixtures that I placed on this the overxeer, a roll that pleases us because we can for a moment
small metropolitan opera stage. The first gig was the occasion of believe that we are ,all-knowing iii this fantasy world as we sit
a gentleman's 80th birthday for which I was not only a guest. but on Mt. Olympus or in these special box seats and watch a story
was asked by the hostess that maybe I could do something with unravel before us as we spin its meaning.
my puppets for the event. A childien'K birthday party show for
this very sharp 80 year old business man wasn't going to make
it. I planned ahead by taking close-up photo shots of many of
the intended guests over morning coffee. I reduced the photo to AN:Mill"u'flitqi:*11*/I*/lid#*10~6**dogi
the proper size to paste on a craft Atick and used paper doll cut-out Lili t ....,
clothes to "dress" the stick-figured guests. A sailor. a ballerina. \\ 1
a princess. a small girl-child. and a cook were going to be in my
stage,how. Creating a script that hearkened back to my high school
days of writing goofy stories that non-sequitured from one thing to
another. 1 knew I could tell this ridiculous story and keep it within <I15 minutes. That would be just long enough for the real guests to
be polite and put up with theescapades ofa grown man introducing
these people to toy theater.

There was enough ofa thread in the story to follow and the little
characters were in a strange way curious to look at, but the audience
couldnt control their laughter when one of them in stick-figure form

A /)171'1271,98f; Ix Puppi,:TRy IN 1'1<1<N,\'1'ION,\I.

AD submissions or inquiries:
for fall-

August 1, 2011 Reay Kaplan
AD deadlines: 9202 Jefferson Square Ct.

for spring- Decatur, GA 30030 USA
February 1, 2012 reaypuppet@yahoo.com
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Playing with Toys
by Mark Sussman

~ proudly marginal genre. the Toy Theater originates in the entire festivals dedicated to the sub-genre of Toy Theater - most
history of the printed image . parlor entertainments . and lilli - notably in Germany, Denmark . France . Brooklyn . Minneapolis .
gorical stc)rytelling , which . according to philosopher ( and Great and Los Angeles ). Anci . it appears as an avatar of the small
Small Works patron saint) Walter Benjamin, always involves screen within the larger window of the proscenium -the small
stories refering to other stories outside the narrative frame. In box within the big box.
toy theater, the narrative frame of the storyteller becomes literal
iii the sequence of pictures - real-time photomontage of (mostly) In Toy Theater. as in all lk,rms of puppetry. the paradox that the
two-dimensional elements - shown inside the proscenium . inannuate has much to teach us about the liveness of live perfor-

Hi:~nce - about presence - emerges. Perhaps this has to do with
"It is by a strange combination of nature and history that the alle- the fact that the presence of the operator or manipulator is both
gorical modeofexpressionis born ," Benjamin writesinhisearly negated ellid  heightened by the intense transferoffocus required
study of the tratterspiel or baroque tragic drama. Allegories are 1 ) to make the puppet or found object perform as desired, 2) to
more like paintings. by definition framed apart from the person magically attract the audience's attention to that object. away
or landscape they signify. By contrast, he associates the symbol from the live performer. despite the fact that s/he may be speak-
with sculpture and the transubstantiation ofreligious icons - im- ing,singing, grimacing, or otherwise embodying the virtuosity of
mediate , material stand - ins for the god , saint . or character. We the task at hand . and , 3 ) to encourage a st ,spensimi of disbelief.
typically associate the latter with puppets: marionettes, dolls, which is a belief in the concrete gesture of the puppeteer. and
mannequins or figures given life by human performers. The its results. If all goes well. the audience believes inthe truth of
church statue of the saint answers prayers. performs miracles. the act and endows the proceedings with a sense of magic and
Punch is always Punch. No interpretation required! the illusion of illusion. In the theater of the performing object,

belief and artifice, truth and faking. reality and magic are never
Not so for the toy theater, however. In Benjamin'% terms, prac- opposed. The spectator. as Roland Barthes said famously of
titioners of toy theater work less in the realm of the symbolic the art of professional wrestling. "does not wish for the actual
figure and more iii the realm of allegory: for the Toy Theater suffering of the contestant: he only enjoys the perfection of an
performer's task is to aniniate the entire world of the stage, to iconography.-
point to the small proscenium, slide the tlat figures on and off
stage, all the while narrating the construction of the image within The -perfection of an iconography" brings to mind. in the flow
the frame in the mode of childien who, according to Benjamin. of live. performed art, the freeze-frameofthe modernist tableau.
"form their world of things by themselves. a small world in the Following Benjamin. Eisenstein. Weimar collagist John Heart-
large one [...] full of the most incomparable objects that capture field, and others, the practitioner of contemporary Toy Theater
the attention of children who use them." especially "garbage and depends on the art of low-tech montage: here we might include
junk left over from building. gardening, housework, sewing, or the patient cut-and-paste collage filmmaking of Lewis Klahr,
carpentry." The Toy Theater combines this juvenile tendency or the hand-drawn. charcol-and-paper animations of William
towards improvisatory bricolage with the realm of children ' s Kentridge , narrative forms that proceed from s , tate to state . in
literature. given its origins in printing and its powerful ability to the sense that Hans-Thies Lehmann means. when he uses this
show big ideas within the limits of the tiny proscenium frame. painterly term to refer to narrative progression in the (post-dia-

matic) theatre. "As is well known, he writes. "it is generally
A theatre of two dimensions using tracks, sliding panels, lighting painters who speak of states. the states of images in the process
dissolves. and cardboard and paper cut-outs. the Toy Theatre in of creation. states iii which the dynamics of image creation are
its heyday afforded amateurs of all ages the means to perform crystallizing and in which the process of the painting that has
stories using printed cut-out characters and scenery, sometimes become invisible to the viewer is being stored. Effectively, the
double-sided to allow for primitive special effects. It has been category appropriate to the new [post-dramaticl theatre is not
resurrected by contemporary practitioners and a community of action butskites. Scenically dynamic formations' here displace
fans and devotees (some of whom even attend and perform at linear narrative progression.

WALTER BENJAMIN AS A TOY THEATRE FIGURE
THE ORIGINAL ART WAS AN AD BY J H BUFFORD'S SONS

FOR MAX STADLER & CO., CLOTHIERS.
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The Toy Theater stage proceeds by sequencing tableaux. Benjamin wrote a series of meditations on toys and an essay on
presenting a -montage of attractions" (Eisenstein).whereas the the politics of children's theater in the years 1928-29, a period
-actors' theatre" is better suited to presenting narrative flow in which he published newspaper and magazine articles. short
borne by language . A focus on the presence of the inanimate in aphoristic -thought pictures" - the German word is Denkbild
performance - puppets. miniature proscenium stages, tabletop - and gave radio lectures on diverse topics. This was the height
object shows, and mannequins-evokes Lehmann'scategory of of his short-lived career as a public intellectual in Germany.
the post-dramatic. certainly notlimited topuppettheatre . agente Writing reviews oftoy histories andtoy exhibitionsin Berlin , as
he barely mentions. Yet. convereences appear. well as specifically on the topic of proletarian children's theater,

Benjamin is careful to emphasize the radical otherness of the
Traditionally. the English Toy theater - which reached the world ofthe child.
height of its popularity as an amateur entertainment. created
and performed in middle- and working-class homes in the years -Surrounded by a world of giants." he writes. -children use
between 1811 and 1830 - was a /lat perforniance torm. Sold play to create a world appropriate to their size." Fair enough.
in shops specializing in books. inaps. and prints. Toy Theaters But then comes the more cunning dialectical insight: -But the
began as printed sheets. containing arrays of characters. scenery adult, who finds himself threatened by the real world and can
and proscenium elements. and. later. scripts for enacting plays find no escape. removes its sting by playing with its image in
in the home. Scholars debate whether these sheets were sold reduced form.- Here. Benjamin accounts for the adult's "erow-
first as mere souvenirs of the legitimate. adult stage - represen- ing interest in children's games and children's book* since the
tations of -real" productions, reproduced in two-dimensional. end ofthe war." The adult is not simply regressing to childhood
take-home miniature - or whether they emerge simply from but. rather, making light of a life grown unbearable. And this is
an existing market of printed broadsheets and other so-called only 1928, one world \var ten years iii the past, another not quite
jiti'eitalia produced by 'sundry printers. mapmakers, stationers. yet on the horizon.
globemakers, and lending library proprietors who played a role
in developing a lucrative juvenile market" The play world of the child. then, may itself be a world of escape

created by adults. for adults. Think of the testimonies by Great
The scholarly nuance here is useful. As practitioners, teachers. Men attesting to the importance of the English Toy Theater in
and theorists of contemporary object performance approach the their boyhoods: Laurence Olivier. Robert Louis Stevenson. G.K.
question of presence on stage. a debate emerges as to whether Chesterton, Winston Churchill. Charles Dickens. J.B. Priestly
the authority - in the sen*e of original authorship - of the image - all played melodramas of the Toy Theater as children - and
belongs to the three-dimensional world of the life-sized pro- as members-in-training of a nation and a class. "IT]heir toys."
duction. smartly copied by watercolorists whose images, Benjamin writes. "cannot bear witness to any autonomous
transferred via the magic of lithography. brought the separate existence, but ratherare a silent signifying dialogue
melodraniatic spectacles of the West End. in min- between them and their nation."
iature. to the bourgeois family parlor? Or. rather, The habits of adulthood are tried on for size in child's
does it emerge from the printed sheet of characters. play. Hence. its seriousness. Hence. the desire to play
scenery. and stage elements, ready for mounting, ~ . «4*, again. particularly at moments of crisis in the world
customizing. and animation'? of the adult. The toy theater teaches us that, perhaps.
If the latter. how can we account for this transfer it's not so bad that puppet theater is perceived as art
of -stage presence" from the printed page? The an- fur children.
swer may come from a broader look at the realm of ' ,
toys through the keen observational eyes of Walter
Benjamin, who noticed the particular relationship Mark Sussman is a founding member
between toys as a particular category of commod-
ity-objects. and play as a formative practice for \ m of Great Small Works in Brooklyn, NY

and Associate Professor of Theatre at
children. For it is not iii the toy that play exists, but (\\ f

Concordia University, Montrdal, Quabec,in the playing -in improvisation and imitation: not
where he organizes an experimentalin mimicry of the world of adults, as some theater

historians claim. but in the completion of tasks where puppetry cabaret, Cafd Concret.
they toy becomes a necessary accessory.
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THEATRE REVIEW

The plot was Nimple. Mr. A and Mr. B were two elderly South
African men who had spent the majority of their lives together.
Eighty-six-year-old Mr. B suffered froni emphysema and a
rapidly deteriorating memory. and the doctors had warned
Mr. A that the next time he admitted his partner to the hospi-
tai would likely be the last. The play tracked their final week
together in their home, as  Mr. B struggled to remember their
youth and Mr. A painfully grappled with the reality of the
present. But this simple summary belies the complexity of the
performance. A and B had many faces iii production-some
puppet. some human. Handspring co-founders Adrian Kohler
and Basil Jones performed the present-day A and B respective-
ly. but they also provided movement and voices for two sets
of puppets: The youthful. virile A and B of 1971. and the aged
A and B of 2036. Four other male performers assisted with
the puppet manipulation and fulfilled other roles as necessary.
including memory prompters, gossipy aunts, and even a young
version of A and B without the aid of puppets. A simple story
about two men required a bevy of performers and puppets to
bring it to life.

The result of this staging was that the characters were able to
face their younger selves. dramatizing the process of memory
in a way that only puppets can do. The past. present. and future
of the characters shared the stage. and the interdependence of
puppets and puppeteers allowed for a fluidity of character that
seemed to tianscend time altogether. Iii the opening scene. for

Or You Cowlol 1455 Me instance . Jones lit a cigarette for Old B . fixed it in the puppet ' s
wooden hand. and moved the hand to and from the puppet'swritten by Neil Bartlett. directed by Neil Bartlett. lips. Jones' labored breathing became Old B's. and he blewNational Theatre. Cottesloe Theatre. London Fall. 2010 the smoke swirling froin the tip of the cigarette to create the
illusion of the puppet's exhale. Kohler and Jones have oftenIn recent years, Londons National Theatre has found sue- emphasized the importance of breath in their puppetry. and incess exploring the possibilities offered by large-scale puppet this instance it was easy to see why: breath united the characterproductions. Nicholas Hynter's 2003 production of His Dark·
across time. blurring the line between where Present B endedMaterials relied on puppetry to bring the fantastical world
and Old B began. lii another scene. the opposite occurred: theof Philip Pul Iniaiik trilogy to life, and iii 2007. the National assistants manipulated Young B while Jones looked on. strug-mounted War Horse, its spectacularly successful co-production

with South Africa's Handspring Puppet Company. The life-size gling to remember what his young counterpart had said and
how he had acted the first time he met A. Whether amicable orhorse puppets of War Horse and the mythical daemon pup- alienating. the puppet-puppeteer relationship in this play stagespets of His Dark Materials proved that puppets were capable a confrontation between different versions of the same person,of bringing to the stage characters that human actors would be separated by time. but intrinsically linked. And given the semi-hard-pressed to portray convincingly. The puppets stepped in autobiographical nature of the story. the experience of watch-when their living counterparts could not possibly fit the bill.
ing Kohler and Jones animate their past. present. and imagined
future selves felt all the more complex. combining memory

Or Yoti Could Kiss Me. a new collaboration between Hand- with imagination and fact with fiction.
spring Puppet Company and playwright/director Neil Bartlett,
asked something different of its puppet performers. It was an

Despite its metaphoric significance. the number of bodies onintimate story of human proportions. and the protagonists were
neither animals nor daemons. but rather two old men facing the stage occasionally created some practical issues. The Cottesloe

end of their 65-year relationship. As Adrian Kohler suggested is a challenging space for this kind of puppetry. audience seat-
iii his program note, this play strove to elucidate what pup- ing surrounds the stage on three sides. making it difficult for
pets could bring to a human story: for me, the production was puppeteers to ensure that the puppets remain visible. From my
certainly up to the task. seat on the lowest of three levels. there were a few moments
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when the puppets disappeared amidst their puppeteers. and Not surprisingly. the play worked best iii these simple moments.
the powerful bond between puppet and audience was briefly and Bartlett succeeded iii weaving together a series of vignettess
severed. Designer Rae Smith reduced these sight line issues that maximized the puppet's gift for finding meaning in minu-
by keeping the set pieces minimal and mobile. and ultimately tia. However. the dialogue often offered only cryptic gli iii p ses
the intimacy of the space superseded its minor drawbacks. The into the minds of the characters. and I found myself wondering
proximity allowed for closer inspection of Kohler's wonderful whether I was missing important pieces of the puzzle. The use of
puppet design. which combined exquisite detail with reminders a narrator. capably played by Adjoa Andoh, at times offered co-
of the puppet's wooden materiality. such as the rough chisel hesion among the parts, but frequently seemed to complicate the
marks visible on the startlingly expressive faces. It also empha- simple narrative beyond necessity. Iii the end. the shortcomings
sized the realism of even the most subtle movements . like the of the script were of little importance . Or You Could KAx Me
way Old Mr. A climbed into bed after a long day. or the way was an affecting piece of theatre with a keen understanding of its
Old Mi. Bk black eyes caught the light and seemed to glisten medium. as well as a compelling case for the appeal of puppetry
with tears. The obvious lifelessness of the puppet made these on a human scale.
ordinary movements into something extraordinary.

Review by Dawn Tracey Brandes,
Northwestern University

wx3
Handspring on the web

www.nationaltheatre.org.uk/59865/productions/or-you-
could-kiss-me.html

The National Theatre Photographer, Simon Annand:
www.Ilickr.com/photos/handspring/

photostream/
www.flickr.com/photos/handspring/5453307228/in/

-.-

PHOTOS' SIMON ANNAND
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The Center for Puppetry Arts - Atlanta, GA

PUPPETS: THEPOWER OF WONDER
Rated by the Atlanta Journal-Constitution as "one of the top five exhibits
in Georgia," and by MSN.com as one of the top 10 children's museums 4
in the United States. , .

 I .:4PUPPETS '. THE POWER OF WONDER is a hands-on museum displaying Y

more than 350 puppets from various time periods and countries around ,
the world. All provide an exploration of puppetry as an international, iancient and popular art form. *1

www.puppet.org/museum/permanent.shtml



BOOK REVIEW

It's not often a book is written about toy the-

Leo's Heroes book where it 's woven into a larger, fantastical
atre. let alone a book fur children - let alone a

storyline. I recently readanew juvenile fiction
by Mo Heard book that does just that.

Then he did a strange thing. Leo saw him take " Leo 's Heroes," by UK author Mo Heard .
incorporates real historical persons and events

a small twist of paper from his waistcoat pocket, in a challenging yet appealing and approach-
unfold it, and scrutinise the contents. 'Have you able style.
seen this before Leo?' He held out the scrap of
paper. There, glowing brightly, was a tiny sliver Aspects of the book are reminiscent of the

television series , 77/9 Yoting Indiana Jones
of blue rock. Chronicles . because it incorporates well -

known (and some not so well-known. but
Leo peered into the paper. 'No, never seen any- fascinating) real people and real events fi-0111
thing that colour.' history - Benjamin Pollock . John Logie Baird .

Frederick James Camm (and his brother Syd).
Mr. Pollock shook his head. '1 got this last night to mention just some. The vernacular spoken
from a friend of mine. He was telling me some by these characters bring the story alive and
strange nonsense about ...' The man put his will immense the reader, helping them lose

themselves in the story - and that's just whathand on Leo's shoulder. '1 was wondering if you
a good story SHOULD do!

might be linked to it... you seem...so different
to my usual boys. As though you don 't belong What struck me was how vibrant and alive
here.' his world is . Leo ' s mother ( or Mum) has a

wonderful sense of humor. and both his parents
Leo put his finger to touch the blue rock, and as show an intelligent and patient style of relat-

he did so, Benjamin Pollock shimmered before ing to him . His excitement of obtaining and
collecting toy theatre sheets reminded me of

him in the growing darkness, his voice echoing, the excitement rve seen on many occasions  of
'Don 't, don 't,'while Leo's insides somersaulted, kids nowadays in comic book shops excitedly
and he was tossed through a hot whirlwind to asking about this week ' s latest Magic - the-

land on his duvet in his room, staring up at the Gathering cards . There are words in the story
that might not be familiar to American read-

red Chinese paper lampshade which was twist- ers. but are fun to discover and learn. such as
ing crazily above his bed. xtookie , bo#in , nittdhirks, Biliz.~ & Chariers,

chink. stum.

<C#w< 1- i~1,4 One of Leok heroes is Doctor Who. and
ironically Leo hiniselfends up being a kind of
Time Lord, participating in key ways in vari-

LEO'S HEROES ISBN: 978 1 84624 469 8 ous people's lives and events in the past. The
Book Guild Publishing. Jf i»-MO HEARD- « * , ultimate answer as to how and why Leo can

time travel is eventually revealed...but you'll
have to read -Leo's Heroes" to find out!

"Leo's Heroes" is available now throuslh
Amazon.com or Amazon.co.iik. Ftid out more
details about the book at the author's blog
www.moheard.wordpress.com/

review by Trish Lewis
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Ballard Institute
and Museum of Puppetry

at the University of Connecticut

2011 Exhibitions
27 March - 18 December 2011
Friday - Sunday 12-5 pm or by appointment

Frank Ballard: An Odyssey of a Life in Puppetry
Curated by UConn alumna Rolande Duprey, this exhibition presents the sto-
ries, designs, construction processes, and performance of Ballard's many
productions. Featured are puppets and sets from The Bluebird, Two By
Two, H.M.S. Pinafore, The Magic Flute, Peer Gynt, The Golden Cockerel
and other productions.

f Frank Ballard: Roots and Branches
This exhibition examines the many influences on Ballard's work, from

14 the 19305 traveling shows of Romain and Ellen Proctor, to the puppet mod-
emism of Tony Sarg, Rufus and Margo Rose, Marjorie Batchelder McPharlin,
and Jim Henson. Also: the Kungsholm Miniature Opera, Sidney Chrysler's
toy theater, and global puppet traditions including Karagaz, Javanese
wayang golek, and Chinese shadow theater.

Ballard Institute & Museum of Puppetry, University of Connecticut, 6 Bourne Place, Storrs CT 06269-5212
bimp.uconn.edu · 860 486 0339

IK th Heart of th Bea*t
P[*pet & Aka*k Tkeatre

PFe ellflfe au-u.~,2@U. /40; 100 b,--:&
1,0 ww.ito·b t. O-5



PUPPETRY INTERNATIONAL

#1 Oral Toy Theatre (Puppetyranny) Hodgson's Miniature Characters in Macbeth

http://h dI.handle. net/10267/4504

Great and Small HWN ' .Wiia · # 7hir,$~ ·Ar , \..
I ,/ 4.11//// ,

JF,/ dLSIfYlrUEL521 .3

Toy Theatre and
Community in AVCIM; ag;*S <St- ~I~~. v-~f .Brooklyn. N * Ii' 43 .4.». 0/it\H 4£*119 /0

Te, 4,

9/ 9 */ d
- --- -'--,L„W  -,&* *V.fr,

Farnsworth Shakespeare Print Collection Images:

http://dlynx. rhodes. ed u/ispui/handle/
www.greatsmall.blogspot.com/ 10267/4546

Le Combat de Rostam - Darvag. Iran Wordpress celebrating 100 years of toy theatre:

r r \ fo2 OTt) b

6'
•54 5

rds.Al"Punchyorip¢,anty :et andJoen lutn·,9>1<thti~1,164Festival Epernay. 2009
Riblishea-11937.-Ffj]CS T ]3 ·F,yrter Strect Strand.

http://www.papiertheater.eu/galerie/
epernay09/epernay09.htm www.toytheatres.wordpress.com/

A neul model the*RE show
-Toy Theater" collage, Erica Harris ON TAxorT,ONAL Tremes

-r*BUCIARIER?IkiDE
-OR

The Rovery Return

01 4 ¥ 1,
f

0'143==6,1 9
Robert Poulter

2# 44:*,T>F:.

www.ericaharris.org/ http://www. newmodeltheatre.co.uk/



INX 3 PU PPETRY INTE R NATI ONAL ~~<

rs-1 1Show Hairdo--Mask by Baerbel Roemer Join UN/MA-USA and list ~__l~
Ala your puppetry resources in...f~4$4»@Ual' Me:UJ-E~=...~.,=w.--„~

PUPPETRY YELLOW PAGES!
This next generation of the Touring Directory soars to

new heights with:U'**1 -- 5. 1
· exciting design · improved organization · expanded listing
categories including: museum exhibits, resident productions,

- touring shows,workshops/classes, design services,
and special events/activities.

Company Level members receive three complimentary listings
in this unique and groundbreaking publication! Don't be left outPresentation, Masso von H i tgo School of Make-[q} Artistrr
of this new and optimal reference for all things puppetry.Berlin. 2005

www.papiertheater.eu/foyer.htm Go Io www.unlma-usa.ora mr more mmrmaTion.

You must see: www. unima-usa . org/publications

Rainer Sennewald s Forum Papiertheater:
www.papiertheater.eu/index.htm

• Das Papier Theater web edition CO

PUPPey,www.papiertheater.eu/z_20/z_20.htm
• Toy Theatre festival

www.papiertheater.eu/galerie/brooklyn/ JOIN BOTH « O[GaNIZEITIOI\ISbrooklyn_05.htm
See the Country: See the World:

Pollock toy theatre sheets from Nigel Peever's collection: he PUPPETEERS UNIMA-
www.youtube.com/watch?v=PlqSMxIEqFk&p ofAMERICA USA

* 1 1=7737A5B7C7EE6FC2

S~,tt;-*>,28~*~
 UNIMA-USA - www.unima-usa.org

PUPPETEERS of AMERICA - www puppeteers.org
E)*6&&*~tzz~<ft'4%5 Joseph Merrick:
i- -

" ~~,li;A*<6:k.*Ij,~~il~~ A Three Act Tragedy

0 £, 161 1 3~3 11)11,~m It (,f the Elepliant Man ~UPPETRY ~NTERNATIONAL
WELCOMES SUBMISSIONGi &1* ' 44//*[,

~1·? /4 ~~~~it~..f Theme for upcoming issue:
UU#...:t r„.42-7/3/1*

Foll 2011- PUPPETS & RACE ~~__-
www.arcanifacts.blogspot.com/2011/01/

like-other-people.html See submission guidelines on our website



~1€' The Puppetry Store
602-262-2050

OQF13(%1% http ://store. puppeteers.org

Each die cut pin is
apx 3/4- with high-

*S·'SH quality jewelry clasp./BURR /r*/
~TILLSTR*#/ *ARS 93

$10 each or $50 for
Burr Tillstrom the set of six. Tony Sarg

Item: 111 Item: 457(Item: 246)
I

m.#a. --

.*S m*8 1 1,-I <'· Wtpj. WPAUL -1
VMCPHARUM

Martin & Olga Bill Baird Rufus & Margo Paul kiePharlin
Stevens Item: 222Rose

Item: 333 Item: 321 Item: 123

UNLOAD YOUR PUPPET STUFF AT THE NATIONAL FESTIVAL!

Become a vencb r Todayl
ARE THERE WAY TOO MANY

PUPPETS IN YOUR COLLECTION?

IF SO, SELL THEM OFF AT THE
2011 NATIONAL POA FESTIVAL

PUPPETRY STORE!

THE NATIONAL PUPPETRY FESTIVAL IS JULY 12-17,2011.
CALL US AT 602-262-2050 OR VISIT US ON THE WEB AT:

WWW nationalpuppetryfestival. org/pupstore



The Colsen Center for Puppetry and the Arts
CaIArts School of Theater

Travis Preston, Dean

A multidisciplinary laboratory for training and
experimentation in the art of the performing oblect

Jonie Geiser, Director

Graduate and Undergroduote Study Available ~

Scene from Le Peme Mombre by Caitlin lcinoFf

CalArts 60 acre compus is located 27 miles north of Los Angeles 01 24700 M[Bean Parkway, Valencia CA 91355
For Admissions:1-800 292-2787 (in CA) 1-800-545-2787 (out of state)

e-moil: admiss@calorts.edu
website: www.[olorts.edu



.\1

1 JIM HENSON FOUNDATIOV
f.1 Congratulations to the 2011

Jim Henson Foundation Grant Recipients !

PROJECT GRANTS (55,000)

Patti Bradshaw
the continuing adventures ofout Of

nothing: nature morte

Chinese Theatre Works
Chang-Er Flies to the Moon

Drama of Works
Leckey's Ladies

Stefano Brancato & Michael Bush
Evolve Company # Icarus
Home

Red String Wayang Theatre
Haverty Marionettes The Strugg/e for Justice
The Co/our Of Her Dreams 5

U

Mabou Mines 0 Redmoon Theater
The TempestLa Divina Caricatura

Red String Wayang Theatre
Now or Never Theatre The Struggle for Justice Rogue Artists Ensemble
The Odyssey Pinocchio

Sinking Ship Productions
Powerhouse

1 - Skysaver Productions
Lysistrata

Spirit Cabinet Productions
The Narrative of/ictor Karloch

P
o
o
M
 

H
k Stefano Brancato & Michael Bush

Icarus

Visual Expressions
The Monkey King The Monkey King
Visual Expressions

2011 Grant Review Board: Cheryl Henson, Jane Henson, Allelu Kurten, Louis Borodinsky,
Pam Arciero, Leslee Asch, Bradford Clark, Heather Henson, Mark Levenson, Roman Paska, Richard Termine



FAMILY GRANTS ($3,000)
Bart Buch
Nature Boy

Penny Jones & Co. Puppets
Four Seasons Puppet Show

David & Jennifer Skelly
< David and the Phoenix

Tears of Joy Theatre
- The Ug/iest Duck/ing

Grace Teatro SEA
Janaki Ranpura

Legends Of the Enchanted Treasure

SEED GRANTS (52,000) Whorls of Wonder Puppet Theater
Terran's Aquarium

Actors Theater of Louisville
20,000 Leagues Under the Seo

Animal Cracker Conspiracy -rt/--Il .r~.JIMI

The Collector

In The Heart of the Beast t "
Puppet & Mask Theatre
What If?1

Jenny Campbell & Co.

 Wind Set-Up: a composition 4 ij r- Tf a~jIdle Hands Lake Simons 1 ; 8

Kyle Loven
for materia/s & e/ementsBlink

Laurie O'Brien Hanne Tierney 1 ./ f,bThe Co//ector Of Lies Strange Tales of Liaozhai , l, yl/547.---

Open Ink Productions Urban Research Theater 'f ,~~1, Y't
Triangle Bag Lady

Janaki Ranpura Amanda Villalobos ~
Grace Light Keepers

The Collector
Animal Cracker Conspiracy

2012 GRANTING (YCLE
The Foundation awards grants at the end of each year for the
creation and development of innovative and contemporary
work for adult and family audiences. The postmark deadline
for letters of intent is April 8, 2011. Guidelines are available
at: www.hensonfoundation.org

To request an app/ication by mai/, p/ease contact our office:

37-18 Northern Blvd, Suite 400
Long Island City, NY 11101

The Collector of Lies Phone: 212.439.7504
Laurie O'Brien Email: info@hensonfoundation.org
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Poster for Great Small Works' 9th International Toy Theater Festival at St. Ann's Warehouse
in Brooklyn, NY, 2010. Design by Erica Harris www.ericaharris.org

A Publication of UNIMA-USA


